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Recently the world has seen a shift from the conventional power generation to renewable
generation to tackle problems associated with price volatility and carbon impact of fossil
fuels. The development of renewable energy based Distributed Generation (DG) is
moving fast to meet the worldwide urgent needs of utilizing clean energy sources to
create a clean energy future and minimizing costs. Among the renewable energy sources,
solar and wind energy are promising to generate electrical energy without environmental
contamination. The increasing penetration of renewable and clean DG in utility
distribution grids gives rise to the concept of microgrids.
Microgrids which consist of renewable DG play an important role in minimizing the
transmission line stress as they are located near the loads and consumers. The
disadvantage of these renewable energy sources is that they are intermittent in nature and
their output is unpredictable. In order to maintain microgrid internal instantaneous power
balance and ensure user load power supply reliability, energy storage device with
charging and discharging frequently needs to be equipped to suppress the power
fluctuation and provide backup power supply for sensitive load when microgrid is
islanded.

xxi

This dissertation proposes a control strategy that can minimize the power fluctuations in
microgrids consisting of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar. Among the
energy storage systems supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS) is used as it has
high power density, maintenance free, higher efficiency, high life time and can be
charged and discharged continuously without deterioration. Linear and non-linear models
of both grid connected PV and wind systems are developed and optimal design of the
control parameters are carried out. The power electronics blocks that are used to integrate
the renewable sources to the grid are designed. The optimal size of the SCESS and its
control strategy are developed for continuously charging and discharging SCESS to
achieve its objectives. The proposed control strategy is implemented in Real Time Digital
Simulator (RTDS) and the stability of the microgrid equipped with SCESS has been
investigated. The fault ride through capability of the microgrid with and without SCESS
is investigated and results are provided to verify the efficiency of the proposed controller.
The results provided show that the fluctuation of the power generated from the renewable
sources is minimized. During grid faults the proposed controller stores the power
generated during the fault duration.
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ملخص الرسالة
االسم الكامل

 :محمد ايبري واركو

عنوان الرسالة

 :تقليص التذبذب فى القدرة لمصادر الطاقة المتجددة باستخدام أنظمة تخزين الطاقة

التخصص:

:

الهندسة الكهربية

تاريخ الدرجة العلمية  :مايو 5102

لقد شهد العالم مؤخرا تحوال من األعتماد على توليد الطاقة التقليدية إلى توليد الطاقة المتجددة و ذلك للتصدى للمشاكل
المرتبطة بارتفاع األسعار و األنبعاثات الكربونية للوقود الحفرى .نتيجة لذلك يتسارع التطوير لنظم التوليد الموزعة
المعتمدة على الطاقة المتجددة لتلبية الحاجات الملحة لمصادر طاقة نظيفة لخلق مستقبل نظيف للطاقة و لتقليل
التكاليف .و تعد الطاقة الشمسية و طاقة الرياح من مصادر الطاقة المتجددة الواعدة لتوليد الطاقة الكهربية دون التسبب
فى تلوث البيئة .ولقد أدى زيادة انتشارأنظمة التوليد الموزع المعتمد على الطاقة المتجددة فى شبكات التوزيع الكهربية
لظهور مفهوم الشبكات الدقيقة .حيث تلعب الشبكات الدقيقة المعتمدة على مصادر الطاقة المتجددة دورا كبيرا فى تقليل
الضغط على خطوط نقل الطاقة حيث تتواجد بالقرب من األحمال و المستهلكين .و لكن يعاب على مصادر الطاقة
المتجددة أنها خرجها متقطع بطبيعته و ال يمكن التنبؤ به .و للحفاظ على توازن الطاقة اللحظى للشبكات الدقيقة و
لضمان األعتمادية بين مصدر الطاقة و األحمال فيجب تزويدها بمصادر تخزين الطاقة ,وذلك إلخماد التذبذب فى
الطاقة كما أنها تعمل كدعم لتغذية األحمال عالية الحساسية فى حالة الفصل األضطراى للشبكة الدقيقة.
تقدم هذة األطروحة طريقة تحكم لتقليل التذبذب فى الطاقة للشبكات الدقيقة المعتمدة على مصادر الطاقة الجديدة مثل
طاقة الرياح و الطاقة الشمسية ألدنى قيمة .وقد تم استخدام نظام التخزين المعتمد على المكثفات الفائقة من بين أنظمة
تخزين الطاقة المختلفة حيث أنها تتميز بكثافة عالية للطاقة .تم عرض كل من النماذج الخطية و الغير خطية للشبكة
المتصلة بمصادر الطاقة المعتمدة على الطاقة الشمسية و الرياح مع تنفيذ التصميم األمثل للعوامل المؤثرة فى التحكم.
كذلك تم تصميم وحدات الكترونيات القوى الالزمة لتوصيل مصادر الطاقة المتجددة مع الشبكة .تم اختيار الحجم
األمثل لنظام التخزين المعتمد على المكثفات الفائقة و تصميم استراتيجية التحكم بها لضمان استمرارية الشحن و
xxiii

التفريغ لهذه األنظمة بما يحقق أهدافها .تم تنفيذ استراتيجية التحكم عمليا على نظام ( )RTDSو تم التحرى من
استقرار الشبكة المزودة بنظام التخزين المعتمد على المكثفات الفائقة .كذلك تم التحرى من قدرة الشبكة على التغلب
على األخطاء بوجود و بدون نظام التخزين المعتمد على المكثفات الفائقة و قد أوضحت النتائج كفاءة طريقة التحكم
المقترحة.
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1 CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The electric power systems are generally experiencing different trends which may imply
major changes in their architecture and operation. They are facing several issues because
of integration of renewable energy sources, energy market restructuring, increasing
environmental awareness and rising concerns about security of energy supply.
Furthermore, the constant growth in electricity demand and general increase of inter and
intra zonal power transactions put the electric system under strain and force it to operate
close to its physical limits. Such issues have been traditionally addressed by adding new
capacity, with investments particularly in the field of large size generation and
transmission infrastructures. Nowadays, increasing the power system capacity is
frequently a challenging option due to economic, environmental, and political constraints
that hinder the construction of large power plants and high voltage lines [1].

The

aforementioned concerns encourage the use of distributed generation (DG) in which the
energy sources are installed close to the end users. Renewable energies with their infinite
sources (like sun and wind) and the lowest impact on the environment are the first choice
for the primary power of DG units. The increasing penetration of renewable and clean
DG in utility distribution grids gives rise to the concept of microgrids.
1

Microgrids which consist of renewable DG play an important role in minimizing the
transmission line stress as they are located near the loads and consumers. The
disadvantage of these renewable energy sources is that they are intermittent in nature and
their output is unpredictable. Microgrids need to be equipped with energy storage devices
with frequent charging and discharging to reduce the intermittency in the generated
power and to maintain microgrid internal instantaneous power balance, improve power
quality, and ensure user load power supply reliability.
In a Microgrid with renewable energy sources, the objective is to transfer the maximum
possible power. In grid connected mode, since the voltage magnitude and frequency are
adapted from the main grid, the controller objectives are different from autonomous
operation mode. In grid connected mode the output active and reactive power or input
DC–link voltage magnitude can be controlled. In autonomous mode, along with the
power balance between the loads and the sources, the voltage magnitude and frequency
should be controlled.
Wind turbines produce AC voltage using different kinds of generators and are normally
connected with an AC-DC-AC back-to-back converter. In this condition, the input AC
voltage is converted to DC voltage and is then converted to an AC voltage with a
desirable voltage magnitude and frequency. In addition, the active and reactive power in
both sides can also be controlled. The PV system, as a DC source, can be connected to
the loads in either single stage or double stage mode. In single stage mode, the PV system
is connected to the grid using three phase or single phase inverter which directly converts
the DC input to AC output. The other combination, due to the nonlinear characteristics of

2

the PV system, uses a DC/DC converter to control and normally boost the input source
voltage while another inverter converts the DC voltage to AC voltage.
Recent developments and advances in energy storage and power electronics technologies
are making the application of energy storage technologies a viable solution for microgrid
applications [3, 4]. With the four quadrant operating capacity of the energy storage, the
microgrid can easily control the bidirectional power flow and maintain system
instantaneous power balance. The energy storage systems in microgrid can be batteries,
flywheels, super-conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) or supercapacitor energy
storage system (SCESS). An energy storage technology usually includes a power
conversion unit to convert the energy from one form to another. Two factors characterize
the application of an energy storage technology. One is the amount of energy that can be
stored in the device which is a characteristic of the storage device itself. Another is the
rate at which energy can be transferred into or out of the storage device.
Given this brief background, this dissertation proposes a control strategy that can
minimize the power fluctuations in microgrids consisting of renewable energy sources
such as wind and solar. Among the energy storage systems supercapacitor energy storage
system (SCESS) is proposed as it has high power density. Linear and non-linear models
of both grid connected PV and wind systems are developed and optimal design of the
control parameters are carried out. The power electronics blocks that are used to integrate
the renewable sources to the grid are designed. The optimal SCESS to minimize the
fluctuation and the charging and discharging controllers are designed. The proposed
control strategy is implemented in Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) and the stability
of the microgrid equipped with SCESS has been investigated. The fault ride through
3

capability of the microgrid with and without SCESS is investigated and results are
provided to verify the efficiency of the proposed controllers.

1.2

Dissertation Motivations

The increasing penetration of renewable and clean distribution generation (DG) in utility
distribution grids gives rise to the concept of microgrids. A typical microgrid can be
viewed as a cluster of DG units capable of operating either islanded or connected to the
main grid. Microgrids can provide grid reinforcement without the need for more
generation expansion and can increase the service reliability. But the output of microgrids
consisting of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar are unpredictable and
difficult to dispatch.
The motivation of this dissertation work is inspired from some of the unresolved issues
found in related works on the problems of power fluctuations in microgrids using
renewable energy sources. With increasing level of renewable energy sources especially
wind and solar power, the intermittent and fluctuating features of these resources increase
the uncertainties and challenges for future smart grids. Minimizing the power fluctuation
and controlling the power flow in the microgrid is the motivations of this dissertation.
Energy storage systems can play a viable role in minimizing these fluctuations. A
supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS) is used to aid the microgrid to minimize
the power fluctuations from renewable energy sources. A buck boost converter is used to
connect the energy storage to the DC link of the inverter. The inverter is controlled to
exchange active and reactive power making the microgrid more reliable.
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1.3

Dissertation Objectives

This dissertation aims at developing a new control strategy to minimize the power
fluctuation caused by renewable energy sources in microgrids working in grid connected
mode. The developed controller is implemented in real time using Real Time Digital
Simulator (RTDS). The developed control unit minimizes the intermittency caused by
renewable energy sources in the microgrid. The specific objectives are as follows:
1. Developing a dynamic model of a microgrid consisting of renewable energy
sources of photovoltaic (PV) and wind, buck converter, inverter, buck-boost
converter, and supercapacitor.
2. Developing intelligent control strategies for the developed model so that the
power fluctuation is minimized. The developed model with its controllers is
implemented in RTDS.
3. Testing the developed system under different scenarios in order to assess the
effectiveness of the proposed control strategies.
4. Investigating the fault ride through capability of the system equipped with
supercapacitor energy storage.

1.4

Dissertation Methodology

The aim of this dissertation is to develop and implement an intelligent real time control of
a microgrid with energy storage system so that the power fluctuation is minimized. To do
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so,

a

comprehensive

theoretical

investigation,

controller

implementation

and

experimental validation are required to accomplish the dissertation. The phases required
for the execution of the dissertation are:
1. Comprehensive Literature Review on: microgrid, distribution generation,
inverters used in microgrids, energy storage to minimize power fluctuation in
microgrids, superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), battery energy
storage systems (BESS), flywheel energy storage (FES), compressed air energy
storage (CAES), supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS).
2. System Modeling: developing models for the microgrid with renewable energy
source, developing models for buck-boost converter, inverter, buck boost
converter, supercapacitor and battery, integration of the whole system.
3. Developing Control Strategy: developing a controller for each developed block.
The optimal control parameters are determined using the linearized model. Linear
objective function is proposed to determine the control parameters and to check
the system stability. Testing each controller and integrating the whole controller
to the system.
4. Investigation of the developed model under different operating scenarios:
verification of the model in minimizing the power fluctuation from renewable
sources.
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1.5

Summary of Contributions

The main contribution of this dissertation is proposing an efficient control technique to
minimize the fluctuation and enhance fault ride through capability of renewable sources
such as PV and wind. Both PV and wind with supercapacitor energy storage system are
implemented and a controller is developed to continuously charge and discharge the
supercapacitors to minimize the fluctuation for both wind and PV. The generated power
from the renewable sources is integrated to the grid using an inverter. An independent PQ controller is developed and implemented for the inverter to transfer the DC link power
to the grid for both wind and PV. To generate maximum power from the PV array, a
controller is proposed for the buck converter to continuously locate the maximum power
point.
Renewable power sources need to have fault ride through capability. A controller is
proposed and implemented to help the system to ride through grid faults and make the
system alive during the fault duration. The optimal supercapacitance to minimize the
fluctuation of the generated power and for fault ride through for both PV and wind is
determined. Both PV and wind systems are implemented in RTDS. The controllers
efficiency is examined by applying different disturbances and results are provided for
verification.
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1.6

Dissertation Organization

This dissertation consists of seven chapters as outlined below.


The first chapter is an introduction chapter introducing the dissertation work,
motivation and objectives.



Chapter 2 deals with detailed literature review of power fluctuation
minimization in renewable sources using energy storage system. Different
energy storage systems are explained in this chapter. The fault ride through
technique is also explained.



Chapter 3 focuses on the modeling and control of grid connected PV system.
Non-linear and linear model of the system is developed and control
parameters are designed. The generated power from the PV array is
transferred directly to the grid. RTDS based simulation results are provided by
varying the input irradiation and temperature.



Chapter 4 deals with power fluctuation minimization in PV systems by using
supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS). The SCESS is used to store
the power from the PV array during off-peak loads and is then used later when
the power demand is peak. The system parameters of the SCESS and the
optimal supercapacitance are designed in this chapter. The system
performance is evaluated by applying a disturbance and RTDS based
simulation results are provided.



Chapter 5 presents the power fluctuation minimization in wind based
renewable energy source. The dynamic model and control of permanent
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magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) based wind turbine generator (WTG)
is presented. The model is tested to minimize the fluctuation of the power by
varying the wind speed and results are provided for verification.


Chapter 6 deals with the fault ride through capability of renewable sources
equipped with SCESS. This chapter explains how the power generated during
grid faults is stored in the SCESS. Three phase grid faults are applied for both
PV and wind systems and results are presented at the end of the chapter.



Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by pointing the findings of the work and
highlighting the scope of future work.
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2 CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents a comprehensive literature review of grid connected PV and wind
system together with power fluctuation minimization, maximum power point tracking,
and energy storage systems. In addition the chapter contains control strategies for fault
ride through by equipping the renewable sources with energy storage systems.

2.1

Overview

In the near future, the demand of electric energy is expected to increase rapidly due to the
global population growth and industrialization. This increase in energy demand requires
electric utilities to increase their generation. Currently, a large share of electricity is
generated from fossil fuels, especially coal due to its low prices. However, the increasing
use of fossil fuels accounts for a significant portion of environmental pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions, which are considered the main reason behind global warming.
To overcome the problems associated with generation of electricity from fossil fuels,
Renewable Energy Sources (RES) can participate in the energy mix. Also the
deregulation in electricity markets and the development of the distributed generation
(DG) technologies are promoting the use of RES in power generation [1]. A complete
literature review of integration of DG in terms of control, protection and stability is
reported in [2], [3]. Hardware in the loop simulation for testing the operation and control
of microgrid is presented in [4]. A method of controlling the power flow between the
utility and the microgrid using back to back controlled converter is reported in [5], [6].
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The size and location of DGs in distribution systems with different local loads can be
determined using a multi-objective optimization as reported in [7]. But one disadvantage
of using RES such as PV and wind is that their output power is fluctuating and
unpredictable and hence they are undispatchable [8]. To minimize this fluctuation
different energy storage systems can be integrated to the RES [9]. Recent developments
and advances in energy storage and power electronics technologies are making the
application of energy storage technologies a viable solution for microgrid applications
[10], [11].

2.2

Energy Storage Systems

Electrical energy in an AC system cannot be stored electrically. However, energy can be
stored by converting the AC electricity and storing it electromagnetically,
electrochemically, kinetically, or as potential energy. Each energy storage technology
usually includes a power conversion unit to convert the energy from one form to another.
Energy storage technology is used to make the electric power systems more reliable as
well as making the broader use of renewable energy a reality. They can provide a wide
array of solutions to key issues that are affecting the power system. Depending on the
technology selected, they can provide spinning reserves, load leveling and shifting, load
forecasting, frequency control, VAR support and voltage regulation, relief of overloaded
transmission lines, release of system capacity, and enhance power quality. It also
increases the overall efficiency of the power system.
There are a variety of storage devices such as batteries, supercapacitors, superconducting
materials, flywheels, and water pumping. These devices vary in their characteristics,
method of operation, and accordingly, the tasks that they can perform. Thus, choosing a
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storage device that can perform the required function efficiently is a preliminary step.
Moreover, due to the fact that the majority of storage devices are expensive, it is essential
to study the economical value of using these devices.

2.2.1 Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)
Although superconductivity was discovered in 1911, it was not utilized until the 1970s
that SMES was first proposed as an energy storage technology for power systems. SMES
systems have attracted the attention of both electric utilities and the military due to their
fast response and high efficiency (charge–discharge efficiency over 95%). The SMES
unit is designed to store electric power in low loss superconducting magnetic coil. Power
can be absorbed by or released from the coil according to system requirements. Besides
stability improvement of interconnected systems, SMES units have been reported to be
used in isolated systems for load leveling and damping control and also for load
frequency control of power systems [12]–[16]. One of the main components of a SMES
unit is the converter bridge where the voltage impressed on the superconducting coil can
be moved up and down in order to achieve the desired power interchange.

2.2.2 Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS)
Batteries are one of the most cost effective energy storage technologies available with
energy stored electrochemically. A battery system is made up of a set of low
voltage/power battery modules connected in parallel and series to achieve a desired
electrical characteristic. They store DC charge, so power conversion is required to
interface a battery with an AC system. Key factors of batteries for storage applications
include: high energy density, high energy capability, round trip efficiency, cycling
capability, life span, and initial cost [17]. Batteries can be designed for bulk energy
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storage or for rapid charge/discharge. Improvements in energy density and charging
characteristics are still an active research area, with different additives under
consideration. Due to the chemical kinetics involved, batteries cannot operate at high
power levels for long time periods. In addition, rapid, deep discharges may lead to early
replacement of the battery, since heating resulting in this kind of operation reduces
battery lifetime. There are also environmental concerns related to battery storage due to
toxic gas generation during battery charge/discharge. The disposal of hazardous materials
presents some battery disposal problems.
As solar photovoltaic power generation becomes more commonplace, the inherent
intermittency of the solar resource poses one of the great challenges to those who would
design and implement the next generation smart grid. Specifically, grid-tied solar power
generation is a distributed resource whose output can change extremely rapidly, resulting
in many issues for the distribution system operator with a large quantity of installed
photovoltaic devices. Battery energy storage systems are increasingly being used to help
integrate solar power into the grid. These systems are capable of absorbing and delivering
both real and reactive power with sub-second response times. With these capabilities,
battery energy storage systems can mitigate such issues with solar power generation as
ramp rate, frequency, and voltage issues. Beyond these applications focusing on system
stability, energy storage control systems can also be integrated with energy markets to
make the solar resource more economical [18].

2.2.3 Flywheel Energy Storage (FES)
Flywheel energy storage works by accelerating a cylindrical assembly called a rotor
(flywheel) to a very high speed and maintaining the energy in the system as rotational
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energy. Energy is stored as kinetic energy using a rotor that rotates with high angular
speed. The energy storage capacity depends on the mass and shape of the rotor and on the
maximum available angular velocity. Mechanical inertia is the basis of this storage
method. A heavy rotating disc is accelerated by an electric motor, which acts as a
generator on reversal, slowing down the disc and producing electricity. Electricity is
stored as the kinetic energy of the disc. Friction must be kept to a minimum to prolong
the storage time. This is often achieved by placing the flywheel in a vacuum and using
magnetic bearings, tending to make the method expensive. Due to their simplicity, FES
has been widely used in commercial small units (about 3 kWh) in the range of from 1 kW
– 3 hours to 100 kW – 3 seconds [19].

2.2.4 Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)
CAES uses the peaks of energy generated by renewable energy plants to run a
compressor that compresses the air into a hermetic underground reservoir or surface
vessel/piping. The compressed air is used, combined with a variety of fuels in a
combustion turbine to generate electric energy when demand is high. The energy storage
capacity depends on deposit volume and maximum storage pressure of the compressed
air. Start up time is usually high. CAES is used for large and medium (micro CAES)
scale systems [20]–[22].
During off-peak hours, electricity from the grid powers compressors that drive air into the
underground storage vessel. When demand increases, the air is released to the surface and
heated with clean burning natural gas to expand its volume and velocity. The air-gas
mixture is used to drive a specialized combustion turbine that can generate up to 300MW
of power. Because off-peak electricity rather than gas is used to compress the air, a
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CAES plant uses less than half the amount of natural gas required by a conventional
combustion turbine. By using this excess energy to run a compression unit which
compresses fresh air and securely stored underground, we can make sure that most of the
renewable energy generated can be used if not immediately, then at a time when there is
increased demand, or when renewable resources are experiencing periods of low
production. Storing fresh air in salt caverns is a proven, reliable and safe method of
ensuring that excess energy is not wasted.

2.2.5 Supercapacitor Energy Storage System (SCESS)
There are no chemical reactions involved in the supercapacitor energy storage
mechanisms. The principal supercapacitor characteristic that makes it suitable for using
in energy storage system is the possibility of fast charge and discharge without loss of
efficiency for thousands of cycles as they store electrical energy directly. They can
recharge in a very short time having a great facility to supply high and frequent power
demand peaks. They are well suited to replace batteries in many applications because at
the moment their scale is comparable to that of batteries, from small ones used in cellular
phones to large ones that can be found in cars. Even though super capacitors have a lower
energy density compared to batteries, they avoid many of the battery's disadvantages
[23], [24].
They can be used for short term ride through capabilities as well as voltage regulation,
frequency control and other power quality issues [25]–[27]. The supercapacitor offers
great promise because it has the great attributes of a battery without the undesirable traits
and offers a round trip efficiency of 84-95%. This combined with the ability of modular,
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quiet, non-polluting, quick charge and discharge capability, long life (10 to 12 years) and
very high cycle life makes the supercapacitor a very desirable energy storage device [28].
The comparison of different energy storage systems in terms of power density, energy
density, response time and efficiency is tabulated in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Comparison of Different Energy Storage Systems

2.3

Technology

Power

Energy Density

BackUptime

Response Time

Efficie
ncy
(%)

Pumped hydro

100MW-2GW

400MWh-20GWh

hours

12 minutes

70-80

CAES

110-290(MW)

1.16-3 (GWh)

hours

12 minutes

99

BESS

100W-100MW

1kWh-200MWh

hours

seconds

60-80

Flywheels

5kW-90MW

5-200 (kWh)

minutes

12 minutes

80-95

SMES

170kW-100MW

110Wh-27kWh

seconds

milliseconds

95

Supercapacitor

<1MW

1Wh-1kWh

seconds

milliseconds

>95

Standards for Microgrid Generation

The following standards are considered as guidelines during the design process of the
power conditioning unit (PCU) and control thereof:
IEEE 519 – 1992 (Harmonics) [29]
IEEE 929 – 2000 (islanding detection) [30]
IEEE 1547 – 2003 [31]–[33]
These standards provide guidelines and specifications for the interconnection and control
of distributed energy resources (DERs) to the utility grid. A brief summary of each
standard is given below.
IEEE 519 – 1992 gives recommended practices and requirements for the harmonic
control of electrical power systems. It sets maximum Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
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limits on voltages and currents that a power system is allowed; therefore the power
conditioning unit cannot inject harmonics into the grid that cause the system to go above
these limits set forth by the standard, and if at all possible, the power conditioning unit
should filter these harmonics.
IEEE 929 – 2000 presents recommended practices for the utility interface of photovoltaic
(PV) systems. Though written for PV inverters, the guidelines and specifications can be
adapted to be used for an inverter connecting a DER to the utility.
IEEE 1547 – 2003 is the standard for the interconnection of distributed resources to the
utility grid. This standard outlines requirements and specifications that the conversion
systems of the DER have to meet to be allowed to connect to the utility. This standard
does not deal with the concepts and issues of intentional islanding, and currently dictates
that the DER shall disconnect from the distribution system when islanding events occur.
An analysis of 1547 raising questions to issues proposed by it can be found in [33].
The IEEE 1547 is compatible with the Saudi distribution code provided by the Electricity
and Cogeneration Regulatory Authority (ECRA) [34].

2.4

Power Fluctuation Minimization Using Energy Storage

Recently, the world has seen a shift from the conventional power generation to renewable
generation to tackle problems associated with price volatility and carbon impact of fossil
fuels. The development of renewable energy based DG is moving fast to meet the
worldwide urgent needs of utilizing clean energy sources to create a clean energy future
and minimizing costs. Among the renewable energy sources, wind and solar energy are
promising power sources. Photovoltaic (PV) system provides the most direct method to
convert solar energy into electrical energy without environmental contamination.
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2.4.1 PV Systems
The power generated from a PV cell varies depending on the irradiation and temperature
received at any instant of time. Since these input parameters vary throughout the day,
different maximum power point tracking (MPPT) design methods have been reported
over the years to locate the best operating point [35]–[50]. These include Perturb and
observe (P&O) [48], Incremental Conductance (IC) [39], artificial intelligence techniques
such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [43] and Fuzzy Logic control [41]. The
widely used methods by many researchers are IC and P&O due to their simplicity. On the
other hand, the fuzzy-inference system (FIS) based MPPT has been proposed and used
recently. Integrating FIS with ANN results in a powerful Artificial Intelligence technique
known as Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) [45], [46].
The power generated from the PV array can be integrated to the grid in a single stage
using an inverter or multistage using a buck or boost DC-DC converter and an inverter.
Single stage grid connected PV system is studied in [51]–[54] where as a multistage grid
connected PV system is reported in [55]–[58]. Multistage scheme provides the flexibility
in designing the control architecture as it has more control variables and multiple control
objectives.
Generally, PV output power fluctuates as a result of varying irradiation and temperature.
When the irradiation fluctuates, the generated power from the PV array fluctuates and
power system is very sensitive to medium frequency power fluctuations ranging from
0.01 Hz to 1 Hz [59]. Voltage fluctuation in PV systems caused by change in irradiation
at the point of common coupling is reported in [60]. Attenuating this power fluctuation
helps the power system to be more stable. Besides this, fluctuation of the generated
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power from PV source based DG affects local loads connected to the system. Hence,
minimizing this fluctuation by storing the generated power during off peak loads and
using it later during peak loads increases the reliability of the DG system. To overcome
this fluctuation, different energy storage devices are integrated to the PV system. A
review of energy storage systems for microgrid is reported in [61]. Among these, battery
and supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS) are used in the literature because of
their high energy and power densities respectively [61]–[64]. Some work has been done
to integrate SCESS with STATCOM for low voltage and fault ride through of wind
energy system as well as smoothing power fluctuation [65]–[66]. Fuel cell is used to
reduce the intermittent nature of wind and photovoltaic systems in [68]. The optimal size
of a battery and battery-supercapacitor hybrid energy storage system for microgrid
application is proposed in [69]-[70]. Different linear and nonlinear control techniques
have been proposed recently on isolated and grid connected PV with energy storage
system [71]–[74]. Model predictive control to forecast grid connected PV and to use
energy storage to participate in power market is studied in [73].

2.4.2 Wind System
One way of generating electricity from renewable sources is to use wind turbines that
convert the energy contained in flowing air into electricity [75]. Wind turbines have been
in use for more than 1,000 years. The earliest wind turbine designs were extremely
simple; turbines were allowed to rotate at a rate proportional to the velocity of the wind.
They were used to pump water, grind grain, cut lumber, and perform a myriad of other
tasks. For these purposes, varying speed seldom impacted the effectiveness of the
windmill enough to justify the complications of closely controlling rotational speed.
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Allowing the machines to run at variable speed was in fact highly advantageous as it
greatly increases the total energy that could be extracted from the wind.
Induction generator including squirrel cage and double fed induction generator (DFIG)
are commonly used to extract power from wind speed. Since the output voltage and
frequency from the variable speed wind turbine system is variable, power electronics
components are used to convert and interface these values to meet the grid codes. Vector
control of variable speed wind power generation using DFIG is reported in [76]–[78].
Variable speed wind turbines using direct drive permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) is getting more attention in wind turbine applications because it is gear box free,
does not need field excitation, has full controllability of the system [79]–[82]. As
compared to double fed induction generator (DFIG) wind turbine, PMSG wind turbine
has better efficiency and reliability [75], [83], [84].
Similar to PV, the output power from wind turbine generators (WTG) varies depending
on wind speed. Application of battery storage for wind power dispatchability is used in
[85]–[87], flywheel is used in [88]-[89] where as superconducting magnetic energy
storage system is studied in [90]–[92] . Sliding mode and neural network control
techniques for DFIG using fly wheel energy storage system are reported in [93], [94]. A
review of energy storage for wind based microgrid is reported in [95]. To minimize the
intermittency of renewable sources, assessment of energy storage options is presented in
[96], [97]. A hybrid energy storage system with supercapacitor and battery to study the
stability of a micrigrid with high penetration of renewable sources is studied using
simulation and experiments in [98]. Supercapacitors have high power density and fast
response time which make them suitable to be used in minimizing short term fluctuation
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in renewable sources. One such application is reported in [99]–[101] and authors in
[102],[103] reported the use of supercapacitor based DFIG to provide constant power to
the grid. The SCESS can be connected to the system at the AC side or DC link side. Buck
boost converter is used to integrate the SCESS to the DC link. Authors in [103] used the
SCESS at the AC side to minimize the fluctuation of permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG). But this type of topology needs more converters and is expensive to
implement as compared to the SCESS connected at the DC link side. Conventional and
novel control designs for direct driven PMSG based wind turbine is reported in [104]
where as in [105], the authors proposed a control scheme for variable speed wind turbine
using a full scale converter. Two level converters are commonly used to integrate the
power generated from wind turbines to the grid but for higher voltage raring three level
converters can be used. Authors in [106] used a three level neutral point clamped (NPC)
converters to integrate PMSG based WTG to the grid. The stability of NPC based PMSG
for weak grid is reported in [107].
However, most of the literature address how to use the energy storage for other issues and
control techniques. Issues related to power fluctuation minimization using the energy
storage has not been extensively discussed.

2.5

Fault Ride Through (FRT)

The increasing penetration of PV and wind power into electric power grids raises the
concern that wide spread tripping of these systems due to grid disturbances, could lead to
local or system wide instabilities [108]. Therefore, many countries have developed or
revised grid operating codes for PV arrays and wind farms, specifying the fault
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conditions under which these systems should remain connected to the electricity grid
[109].
Energy storage systems can play a great role in managing the power generated during
grid faults and help the system ride through fault [110], [111]. There should be proper
voltage control in grid connected WTG system using DFIGs as they are very sensitive to
voltage ride or fall. Authors in [112]–[115] reported a low voltage ride through technique
for such application. The low voltage ride through (LVRT) of fixed speed wind turbines
using STATCOM using energy storage system is reported in [116],[117]. Advanced FRT
technique using electric double layer capacitor (EDLC) is proposed in [118]. The authors
proposed that during grid fault the DC link voltage is controlled by the buck-boost
converter and the grid side converter acts as STATCOM to inject the required reactive
power. Authors in [119],[120] used a superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) to
improve the FRT capability of DFIG based wind turbine generation system without using
energy storage system but authors in [121],[122] used a SMES to improve the FRT.

2.6

Control of Microgrids

Microgrids are controlled to be operated in two modes: grid connected and islanded
modes. In grid connected mode, the frequency and the voltage are controlled by the grid.
The objective of the microgrid is to transfer a specified active and reactive power to the
grid. In the island mode, the microgrid has to control the voltage, frequency together with
controlling the active and reactive power supplied to the load. Survey of control strategies
for island mode operation of microgrids is presented in [123], [124]. The authors in [125]
addressed both grid connected and islanded mode microgrids based on potential function.
Autonomous electricity networks to integrate distributed energy sources using droop
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control is presented in [126]. A controller to detect the intentional islanding of a
microgrid from grid connected mode to island mode is studied in [127]. The authors in
[128]–[130] presented control of voltage source inverters used to integrate distribution
generation to the grid.
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3 CHAPTER 3
GRID CONNECTED PV SYSTEM

This chapter presents the power electronics components and the controllers used to
integrate the power generated from the PV array directly to the grid. Furthermore,
it presents the small signal model of the system to check the system stability and
to design the control parameters. RTDS based results are provided to check the
controller in transferring the generated power to the grid by applying a different
disturbance in the input irradiation and temperature.

3.1

Overview

The growth of world energy demand and the environmental concerns lead to an increase
of the renewable energy production over the last decade. Energy sources such as solar or
wind become more popular mainly because they produce no emissions and are
inexhaustible. Photovoltaic (PV) cells generate electricity directly from light hence the
name, photo relating to the light source and voltaic relating to the electrical output. PV
energy is the fastest growing renewable source with a history dating since it has been first
used as power supply for space satellites. It is one of the most promising sources of
electricity for the future and it can be used as a distributed generator (DG) to play its role
in smart grids of the future. The conversion process produces no harmful by-products and
with no moving parts, the photovoltaic cell should last practically longer period.
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PV cells which are usually made of semiconductor material generate low output dc
voltage (current) and have a nonlinear I-V / P-V characteristic. These cells are connected
in series and parallel to form a module, and several of these modules are combined to
form a panel which finally forms an array of panels. In order to power the utility, the PV
panels require power electronic converters to condition this varying DC voltage to the
grid. Each of these power electronic converters in an inverter system can comprise of a
DC-AC converter, a DC-DC buck or boost converter, maximum power point tracker
(MPPT) and filter circuit linking the DC source to the local load and grid.
Figure 3.1 depicts the configuration of grid integrated PV system used in this dissertation.
The PV array which is formed from a number of modules converts the solar irradiation
into DC current and voltage. This constant voltage and current is converted to AC using
three phase inverter that can deliver the energy either to AC load connected or to the
main grid. To make the DC power generated from the PV array suitable for the inverter
and implement MPPT, a buck converter with its duty cycle adjusted continuously under
varying irradiation and temperature to instantly locate the maximum voltage or current
output from the PV arrays is used. We have a physical hardware in the power laboratory
that works with a reduced DC link voltage. The choice of the buck converter is justified
to meet the DC link voltage requirement of the hardware.
In Figure 3.1,
IPV, VPV and PPV

:

represent the current, voltage and power generated from the PV
array respectively.

IDC and VDC

:

are the DC link current and voltage respectively.

I, Vg and Pg

:

are the grid current, grid voltage and power delivered to the grid
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respectively.
Tr

:

is the coupling transformer.

L

:

is the grid coupling inductance.

D

:

is the duty of the buck converter.

mD

:

is the D-axis inverter control signal.

mQ

:

is the Q-axis inverter control signal.

I pv
+

V pv
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I DC
DC-DC
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DC/AC
(Inverter)

V DC
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I
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Duty(D)

Tr

Vg

Q

Figure 3.1: Grid connected PV system

3.2

PV Array Modeling

Figure 3.2 shows the equivalent electric circuit model of PV device used in this
dissertation [131]–[134]. It consists of a current source, which is light dependent, a p-n
junction diode, one series and parallel resistances.
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I PV

+

I SH

ID
IL

D

RS

RSH

VPV
-

Figure 3.2: Five parameter equivalent electric circuit model of PV panel

Using simple Kirchhoff’s current law:

I PV  I L  I D  I SH

(3.1)

ID and ISH depict the diode and shunt branch currents, respectively given by:
I D  I 0 {exp[

I SH 

VPV  I PV RS
]  1}
a

VPV  I PV RS
RSH

(3.2)

(3.3)

Putting these expressions of ID and ISH in to equation (3.1) gives the complete I-V
relationships of a PV panel:

I D  I L  I 0 {exp[

VPV  I PV RS
V  I PV RS
]  1}  PV
a
RSH

where,
IL

:

is the light generated current,

I0

:

is the diode saturation current,

RS and RSH

:

are the series and parallel resistance respectively and
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(3.4)

a

: is the diode modified ideality factor given as:

a

N s nkT
q

(3.5)

where,
NS

:

is the number of cells in the PV panel,

n

:

is the ideality factor (it has a value between 1 to 2 for real diode),

k

:

is the Boltzmann’s constant,

T

:

is the cell temperature and

q

:

is the electronic charge

Equation (3.2) can be solved using numerical solution technique like Newton Raphson
method. To get the required voltage and current, PV panels can be connected either in
series, parallel or combination of series and parallel. The series-parallel array is the most
commonly used because of its flexibility in maintaining the required output voltage and
current and better performance in the partial shading conditions [135]–[137]. Eq. (3.4)
can be modified to represent the I-V relationship of the array as follows.

I PV  N PP I L  N PP I 0{exp[

N

VPV  I PV RS N
V  I PV RS N
]  1}  ( PV
)
N SS a
RSH N

N SS
N PP

(3.6)

(3.7)

where,
NSS and NPP are the number of series and parallel connected panels, respectively.
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3.3

Buck Converter Model

The purpose of the buck converter is to convert unregulated DC input to regulated or
controlled DC output at a desired voltage level. Since the input of the PV array is
irradiation and temperature that varies throughout the day, the output voltage and current
are unregulated. The buck converter is actually controlling the input by considering the
unregulated output by the help of MPPT by adjusting its operation according to the
output value to find the optimal operating voltage of the PV module. Buck or boost
converter can be used for this operation. For this dissertation buck converter is used.

I PV

VPV

1

LB
IB

+
-

C DC

I DC
V DC

2
Figure 3.3: Buck converter

From Figure 3.3, when the switch is on, the input voltage VPV leads to a linear increase in
the inductor current. As the switch is turned off, the diode becomes forward biased and
the stored energy in the inductor makes the current continue to flow. But as the energy is
transferred from the inductor to the DC link, the current is decreasing again.
Application of KVL to the buck converter circuit in Figure 3.3 yields the dynamical
relations involved in the converter model. The current flowing through energy storing
inductor can be taken as a state variable. The differential equation describing the DC
buck converter model is obtained as [138]:
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VPV  VDC 

LB dI B
0
dt

(3.8)

dI B 1
 (VPV  VDC )
dt LB

(3.9)

V12 VPV D

(3.10)

I B  I PV D

(3.11)

Substituting (3.11) into (3.9) yields:

dI PV
1

(VPV  VDC )
dt
LB D

(3.12)

The DC link capacitor acts as a link between the buck converter and the DC-AC inverter.
where,
LB

:

is the buck converter inductor

IB

:

the buck converter inductor current

D

:

duty of the buck converter

VDC

:

is the DC link voltage

CDC

:

is the DC link capacitor

IDC

:

is the DC link current input to the inverter

The buck converter inductor is designed as follows:
The maximum power that can be generated from the PV array is PPVMAX with a maximum
voltage of VPVMAX. The DC link voltage is designed to have a reference voltage of VDCREF.
The DC current flowing out of the buck converter is given by:

IB 

PPVMAX
VDCREF
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(3.13)

Resistance seen by the buck converter is

RB 

VDCREF
IB

(3.14)

For the DC link voltage of VDCREF and input PV array voltage of VPVMAX, the duty is
calculated as:

D

VDC
VPV

(3.15)

The inductor LB is designed using the following equation

LB  (VPV  VDC )

VDC 1 1
VPV f LIRI B

(3.16)

Where,
f

:

is the switching frequency of the buck converter

LIR

:

is the inductor current ratio expressed as a percentage of IB

An LIR of 0.3 represents a good trade of between efficiency and load transient response.
Substituting the values in equation (3.16) the inductor value can be calculated.
The DC link capacitor CDC is designed using the formula,

CDC 

PPV
2VDC VDC

where,

VDC : is the ripple capacitor voltage


:

is the grid frequency

Having VDC, VDC, PPV, known, the DC link capacitor can be determined.
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Figure 3.4: Buck converter and inverter interface
The dynamic equation relating the buck converter and the inverter shown in Figure 3.4 is
given as:

I B  I DC  CDC

dVDC
dt

(3.18)

Substituting equation (3.10) into (3.17) yields:

I DC  I PV D  CDC

dVDC
dt

(3.19)

Voltage across the DC-link capacitor VDC depicts its dynamics and is taken as a state
variable.

dVDC
1

( I PV D  I DC )
dt
CDC

(3.20)

The inverter input current IDC could also be written in terms of inverter output current.
The input DC power to the inverter and the instantaneous inverter output are equal
neglecting losses.

Pdc  VDC I DC

(3.21)

Pg  Re(VI * )

(3.22)
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Equation (3.22) can be decomposed into DQ components as:

Pg VLD I LD  VLQ I LQ

(3.23)

Now, since the inverter is assumed to be lossless:

Pdc  Pg
VDC I DC  VLD I LD  VLQ I LQ

(3.24)

where,
Pdc

:

is the DC link capacitor power

Pg

:

is the grid side active power respectively.

VLD, VLQ

:

are D and Q components of grid side voltage respectively.

ILD, ILQ

:

are D and Q components of grid side current respectively.

If the inverter works in the pulse width modulation (PWM) mode with a modulation
index of m and phase angle of , the inverter output voltage can be expressed in terms of
the input DC link voltage.

V  mVDC 

(3.25)

The DQ component of equation (3.25) is given by:

VD  mVDC cos(   )
VQ  mVDC sin(   )

(3.26)

where,  is the phase shift angle of the voltage.
Substituting equation (3.26) into (3.24) yields,

I DC  mID cos(   )  mIQ sin(   )

(3.27)

Further substituting equation (3.27) into (3.20), the dynamic equation of the capacitor
voltage is expressed in terms of the inverter output current.
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dVDC
1

( I PV D  mI D cos(   )  mIQ sin(   )
dt
CDC

(3.28)

The duty is generated from the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controller
discussed below.

3.4

Incremental Conductance (IC) MPPT for the Buck converter

MPPT controller is a crucial element of the PV system. It tracks and extracts the
maximum possible power from the PV array under different operating conditions and
improves the overall efficiency of a complete PV system. Figure 3.5 shows the powervoltage (P-V) and current-voltage (I-V) curves to allocate the maximum power point
(MPP).
In Figure 3.5,
Voc and Isc

:

are the short circuit voltage and current respectively.

Vmp and Imp

:

are the best operating voltage and current that provide the maximum
power Pmp.
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I-V and P-V curve
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Figure 3.5: Maximum power point for a PV array

The output voltage and current generated from a PV array varies depending on irradiation
and temperature. The I-V and P-V characteristics of a PV array under different irradiation
and temperature are shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of irradiation on PV characteristics (a) I-V curve (b) P-V curve
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Figure 3.7: Effect of temperature on PV characteristics (a) I-V curve (b) P-V curve

Since the input to the PV array, irradiation and temperature, are varying throughout the
day, the incremental conductance method calculates the PV power at each instant and
changes the operating point of the PV array to capture the maximum available power
[139]. The PV output power is given by:
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PPV VPV I PV

(3.29)

The derivative of the PV power P is zero at the maximum operating point, as shown in
Figure 3.8. Applying the chain rule of derivative yields,

Ppv
V pv



(V pv I pv )
V pv

0

(3.30)

Rearranging the terms, equation (3.30) could be written as

I pv
V pv



 I pv

(3.31)

V pv

The buck converter’s duty cycle is controlled by the IC based MPPT until equation (3.31)
is satisfied. The flow chart for the IC based MPPT is shown in Figure 3.9.

PPV
MPPT

dPPV
0
dVPV

Left

dPPV
0
dVPV

Right

dPPV
0
dVPV

V PV
Figure 3.8: P-V curve showing the MPP
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Figure 3.9: Flow chart of IC MPPT method

Input of the IC based MPPT is the output voltage and current of the PV array and its
output is the reference voltage, Vref as shown in Figure 3.10. This voltage is compared
with the PV array output and the difference is processed by a PI regulator. After
comparison of a high frequency carrier signal with the output of the PI (which is the
modulating signal), firing pulse is generated for the buck converter. The DC link voltage
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VDC is the Duty (D) multiplied by the PV array output voltage, VPV. The DC link
capacitor CDC removes the offset of this voltage.
Figure 3.11 shows the buck converter controller implemented to track the maximum
power from the PV array.
Let



V

PVerr

 (Vref  VPV )

(3.32)

Then the Duty, D, of the buck converter is computed as:

D  K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr
where,
KPB and KIB : are the proportional and integral constants of the buck converter PI
controller.
VPV

:

output voltage from the PV array

Vref

:

the reference voltage from the MPPT controller

VPVerr

:

is the state of the buck converter controller

D

:

is the duty cycle of the buck converter
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(3.33)
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Figure 3.10: IC Based MPPT and buck converter controller
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Figure 3.11: Buck converter PI controller

3.5

DC-AC Inverter Model and Controller

The DC power coming from the buck converter has to be converted to three-phase AC
power to supply either AC loads or for grid integration using a two level inverter where
the DC link capacitor has one positive and negative terminal shown in Figure 3.12.
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Voltage and current control are two types of waveform generation control schemes used
for grid-connected inverters. PV inverters inject energy directly into the grid and are
controlled as power sources that is, they inject constant power into the grid at close to
unity power factor. The control system constantly monitors power extracted from the PV
array and adjusts the magnitude and phase of the AC voltage (in voltage control mode) or
current (in current control mode) to export the power extracted from the PV array.
In this dissertation current control scheme is used to inject the generated power from the
PV array to the grid. The first function of the inverter controller is to keep the DC voltage
constant for real power delivery to the grid. Proper control of the magnitude and angle of
the inverter output voltage controls the reactive and active power exchanged between the
DC link and the grid.
The DC voltage input is subjected to variation depending on the power extracted from the
photovoltaic source. The DC link voltage is also subjected to variation depending on the
power available and the amount of power extracted. The increase of power results in
voltage overshoot and decrease in power results in voltage undershoot at the DC link.
Either way control of DC link voltage is essential to deliver power to the grid and to
apply a PWM control to the inverter.
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Figure 3.12: Two level three phase inverter
The three phase output voltage equations can be written as:

dI a
Va  Vag
dt
dI
RI b  L b  Vb  Vbg
dt
dI
RI c  L c Vc  Vcg
dt
RI a  L

(3.34)

where,
R and L

:

are resistance and inductance of the distribution line respectively.

Ia, Ib and Ic

:

are the distribution line currents;

Va,Vb, Vc

:

are the inverter output voltages;

Vag, Vbg, Vcg

:

are the grid voltages.

The inductor L is chosen to limit the inductor ripple current.
Using synchronous rotating reference frame (D-Q axis), decoupled active and reactive
current control technique is implemented using a standard PI controller. The reference
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angle for the synchronous rotating reference frame is provided by a phase locked loop
(PLL) [140]. The transformation matrix T is given by:
2
)
3
2
 sin( 
)
3
1
2


cos 

T  2  sin 
3

 1
 2

2 
)
3 

2 
 sin( 
)
3 

1

2


cos( 

cos( 

(3.35)

The PLL model used is shown in Figure 3.13 and is based on aligning the angle of the
DQ transformation such that the voltage at the connection point has no Q-axis
component. A PI regulator acts on the alignment error to set the rotation frequency. This
frequency is used to obtain the transformation angle Ɵ.

KPPLL
Vgabc

ABC/
DQ

VLD

+



KIPLL

+

ω



Ɵ

Figure 3.13: PLL Model

Using ABC to DQ transformation the grid side measured voltage is expressed as:
VLD 
 
VLQ   T
V 
 L0 

Vag 
 
Vbg 
V 
 cg 
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(3.36)

The grid side current is converted to DQ reference frame using the transformation matrix
of 3.35.
 I LD 
 
 I LQ   T
I 
 L0 

Ia 
I 
 b
 I c 

(3.37)

In the current control technique, the active current component ID controls the active
power and reactive power flow is regulated by controlling IQ. The PI controllers force
these currents to track certain reference commands IDREF and IQREF, respectively. The
reference input power to the DC link is the output power from the PV array. Utilizing the
instantaneous power theory [141]:

Pdc  Pg

(3.38)

3
Pg  (VLD I LD  VLQ I LQ )
2

(3.39)

3
Qg  (VLQ I LD  VLD I LQ )
2

(3.40)

where, Qg is the grid side reactive power.
Aligning the phase voltage of the grid to the D-axis reference frame will make VLQ = 0,
so the equation can be further reduced to:
3
Pg  (VLD I LD )
2

(3.41)

3
Qg   (VLD I LQ )
2

(3.42)

Two PI loops are incorporated for the VSC controller. The inner current loop controls the
AC current, and the reference current is provided by the outer loop. The outer controller
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includes the DC voltage controller and for unity power factor operation IQREF is kept zero.
Since the D and Q components are coupled, cross-coupling term and a feed forward
voltage are used to improve the performance of the PI current controllers as shown in
Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Decoupled inverter control
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I LDerr  I


I LQerr  0  I

mD

+

L
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Let

+
+

KI 2D

LD

0

VDREF

+

I LDerr

KI1D
V DCerr

+
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where,
VDCerr

:

is the state variable for the outer voltage controller

ILDerr

:

D-axis state variable for the inner current controller
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vQREF

+
+

mQ

-

VLQ

ILQerr

:

Q-axis state variable for the inner current controller

The D-axis outer voltage loop controller in the Laplace domain is:

I DREF  K P1D (VDC  VDCREF )  K I 1DVDCerr

(3.43)

The inner loop current controller will be:

VDREF  K P 2 D ( I DREF  I LD )  K I 2 D I LDerr

(3.44)

Similarly, the Q-axis current controller in Laplace domain is given by:

VQREF  K P 2Q ( I LQREF  I LQ )  K I 2Q I LQerr

(3.45)

The control signals mD and mQ are then given by:

mD VDREF  wLIQ  VLD

(3.46)

mQ VQREF  wLI D  VLQ

(3.47)

where,
KP1D and KI1D

:

are the D-axis PI proportional and integral gains of the outer loop
voltage controller.

KP2D and KI2D

:

are the D-axis PI proportional and integral gains of the inner
current controller.

KP2Q and KI2Q

:

are the Q-axis PI proportional and integral gains of the inner
current controller.

VDCREF and VDC

:

are the reference and measured DC link voltages.

IDREF

:

is the output current from the outer voltage controller

ILQREF

:

is the Q-axis reference current and for unity power factor this
reference current is kept 0

The total state variables including the PV array, buck converter and inverter are:
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x  [ I PV VDC VPVerr VDCerr I LDerr I LQerr ]T

3.6

(3.48)

Small Signal Model of Grid Connected PV System

The non-linear equations obtained for the grid connected PV system are linearized around
an operating point using the standard test conditions (STC) from the data sheet of the PV
array provided by the manufacturer to determine the small signal models which is used to
analyze the dynamic performance and to design the control parameters of the PI
regulators.
The small signal model of the PV array, the power electronics blocks with their
controllers constitute the linearized model of the grid connected PV system.
By selecting an output variable y, the linearized system equations are written as,


x  Ax  Bu

(3.49)

y  Cx

The equation given in (3.12) relating the PV array voltage current and the DC link
voltage is linearized. The duty cycle, D from the equation is generated using the buck
converter controller given in eqn. (3.33).


 I PV  (


( K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr )  (VPV 0  VDC 0 ) K PB
LB ( K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr )

2

)VPV 

1
VDC
LB ( K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr )

(VPV 0  VDC 0 ) K IB
VPVerr
LB ( K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr ) 2

(3.50)
The dynamics of the DC link voltage given in eqn. (3.20) can be expressed using the duty
cycle of the buck converter as:
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dVDC
1

( I PV ( K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr )  I DC ))
dt
CDC

(3.51)

After linearization:


CDC  VDC  ( K PBVref 0  K PBVPV 0 )I PV  K PB I PV 0VPV  K IB VPVerr  I DC

(3.52)

The state variable of the buck converter given in eqn. (3.32) is linearized to provide the
following expression:


 V PVerr  Vref  VPV

(3.53)

Similarly, the state variables of the inverter controller shown in Figure 3.14 are linearized
and are given below:


 V DCerr   VDC

(3.54)



 I LDerr  K P1D VDC  K I 1D VDCerr  I LD


 I LQerr   I LQ

(3.55)

(3.56)

The linearized model can be expressed in matrix form as:
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 I PV 
    A1
 VDC   A
    4
 VPVerr   VPV
  
 VDCerr  0
   0
 I
 
 LDerr  0
  
 I LQerr 

A2

A3

0

0

0

0

A5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

K P1D

0 K I 1D 0

0

0

0

0

0

0











0 0
I PV  
V  
 DC  0 0
VPVerr  

  1 0
VDCerr  0 0
I
 
 LDerr  0 1
I LQerr  
0 0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0 
 1 
CDC 

0 
0 

0 
0 

Vref 


I LD 
I LQ 


VDCref 


I DC 
0


(3.57)
where,

A1  f (VPV )

A2 

LB ( K PB (Vref

1
 VPV )  K IBVPVerr )

A3 

(VPV 0  VDC 0 ) K IB
LB ( K PB (Vref  VPV )  K IBVPVerr ) 2

A4 

1
( K PBVref 0  K PBVPV 0  K PB I PV 0VPV )
CDC

A5 

K IB
CDC


Equation (3.57) is expressed as x  Ax  Bu
The state variables after linearization are

x  [I PV VDC VPVerr VDCerr I LDerr I LQerr ]T
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(3.58)

3.7

Control Parameter Design

To study the stability of the grid connected PV system with and without energy storage,
the control parameter settings have to be optimized. The linear model developed from the
non-linear differential equations is used to study the stability of the system. The
eigenvalues are used to check whether the system is stable or not and to move the poorly
damped eigenvalues to the left to make the system more stable.

3.7.1 Objective Functions
For grid connected PV system the optimized parameters are KPB, KIB, KP1D, KI1D, KP2D,
KI2D, KP2Q, and KI2Q. Eigenvalue based objective function is proposed to improve the
system stability. The eigenvalue based objective function shown in equation 3.59 is
proposed.

J linear_ mod el  max( Real (i ))

(3.59)

Real (λi) is the real part of the ith mode eigenvalue. In the optimization process, it is aimed
to minimize Jlinear_model in order to shift the poorly damped eigenvalues to the left in the Splane. In this dissertation the control parameters determined using the linear model are
used to study the nonlinear time simulation using RTDS.

3.7.2 Problem Constraints
The control parameters to be optimized for the grid connected PV system are restricted
by their upper and lower limit values. For grid connected PV system constraints (3.60)(3.67) are used.
min
max
K PB
 K PB  K PB
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(3.60)

K IBmin  K IB  K IBmax

(3.61)

max
K Pmin
1D  K P1D  K P1D

(3.62)

max
K Imin
1D  K I 1D  K I 1D

(3.63)

max
K Pmin
2D  KP2D  KP2D

(3.64)

max
K Imin
2D  KI 2D  KI 2D

(3.65)

max
K Pmin
2Q  K P 2Q  K P 2Q

(3.66)

max
K Imin
2Q  K I 2Q  K I 2Q

(3.67)

3.7.3 Optimization Problem
The optimization problem can be formulated as:
Minimize (Jlinear_model)

(3.68)

Subject to constraints given from (3.60) to (3.67)
In this dissertation, PSO [142] is proposed to solve the above optimization problem to
obtain the optimal parameters for the PI regulators to achieve the system stability to
transfer the generated from the PV array to the grid. PSO has advantages over other
traditional optimization techniques are summarized in [143]. The steps to implement the
PSO technique are described in [144].
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3.7.4 PSO Implementation
The PSO based approach to determine the control parameters is implemented using
Matlab code. The initial PSO parameters are carefully chosen to improve the
performance and the limits of the control parameters are set. The used PSO data are as
follows:


Population size, Pop=20;



Acceleration constants, c1 and c2=2;



Number of generation=80;



Inertia weight factor, w=1;



Decrement constant,=0.98;



Initial PSO control parameter settings:
1. KPB_min=0; KPB_max=1;
2. KIB_min=0; KIB_max=1;
3. KP1D_min=0; KP1D_max=1.5;
4. KI1D_min=0; KI1D_max=1;
5. KP2D_min=0; KP2D_max=1;
6. KI2D_min=5; KI2D_max=25;
7. KP2Q_min=0; KP2Q_max=15;
8. KI2Q_min=0; KI2Q_max=1.5;

The proposed PSO based optimization can be described in flow chart shown in Figure
3.15.
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Initial Condition

Objective Function Definition

PSO Initialization

Objective Function Evaluation
Iteration= Iteration+1
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Test the System With the Results Obtained by
Applying Disturbance

End

Figure 3.15: Flow chart of the proposed PSO based optimal parameter design
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3.8

Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) Results and Discussions

A PV array with the specification given in Table 3.1 is developed on RTDS. It consists of
50 series and 20 parallel connected modules. For the reference solar intensity of 1000
W/m2 and 25oc, the operating voltage VPV and current IPV at the MPPT are 50×17.4
V=870 V, and 20×3.05 A=61A, respectively. The expected maximum output power at
this operating point from this PV array is 53 kW (870V×61 A). The reference DC link
voltage is designed to be 650 V. The rating of the coupling transformer is 100 kVA,
0.23/11 kV for 11 kV grid voltage.
The inductor LB of the buck converter is designed using the values of the PV array
parameters and using equations (3.13-3.16) to be 1.35mH. The DC link capacitor CDC is
also designed using equation (3.17) to have an approximate value of 80mF. The
parameters of the components used for the grid connected PV system are shown in Table
3.2.
PSO technique is applied to the eigen value based objective function of eqn. (3.68) to
search for the optimal parameters of the proposed controllers. The eigen values before
and after optimization are tabulated in Table 3.3. The optimal settings obtained are:


for the buck converter, KPB=0.6 and KIB=0.2,



for the inverter: KP1D =0.7, KI1D =0.2, KP2D =0.5, KI2D=15, KP2Q = 5, and KI2Q
=0.5.
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Table 3.1: Parameter of a PV array and grid
Parameter

Value

Open circuit voltage

21.7 V

Short circuit current

3.35 A

Voltage at PMAX

17.4 V

Current at PMAX

3.05 A

Series connected modules(NSS)

50

Parallel connected modules(NPP)

20

PV array voltage at PMAX

870 V

PV array current at PMAX

61 A

PV array maximum power

53 kW

DC link voltage

650 V

Grid voltage

11 kV

Coupling transformer rating

100 kVA, 0.23/11 kV

Number of PV cells in each model

36

Ideality factor of PV diode, a

1.5

Temperature Dependency factor

3

Reference Temperature

25oc

Temperature Coefficient of ISC

0.065

Reference solar intensity

1000 W/m2

The values of the system components used for grid connected PV system are tabulated in
Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Parameter of system components
Parameter

Value

Coupling inductance L

1.35mH

DC link capacitor CDC

80mF

C1

10mF

LB

1.35 mH

Converter switching frequency

5 kHz

Table 3.3: Eigen value spectrum
Before Optimization

After optimization

Real part

Imaginary part

Real part

Imaginary part

-85.854

 2619.94i

-367.259

 8952.6i

-0.21463

 3.8536i

-24.9654

 354.41i

-12.486

-39.52

5.687

-84.6352

Figure 3.16 shows the complete RTDS model of the grid connected PV system used in
this dissertation. It consists of the PV array, the buck converter, the inverter, the
transformer and the controller for the inverter and the buck converter. Figure 3.17 depicts
the power electronics block inside the BRDG1. The power electronics blocks are
modeled in small time step with a step time of 2 microseconds. The transformers used in
this block are interface transformers to link the small time step to large step with step
time of 50 microseconds. The controllers are modeled in large time step. The PLL and
the ABC/DQ conversion in RTDS are shown in Figure 3.18. The buck converter and the
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inverter controller in RTDS are shown in Figure 3.19 and 3.20 respectively. The coupling
and feed-forward added to the inverter controller is presented in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.16: RTDS model of grid connected PV system
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Figure 3.17: Inside BRDG1

Figure 3.18: PLL and ABC to DQ conversion
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Figure 3.19: Buck converter controller in RTDS

Figure 3.20 : Inverter controller
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Figure 3.21: Coupling and feedforward

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed IC based MPPT and grid connected PV
system, the following tests have been applied.
a. Step change in irradiation from 500 to 1000 W/m2
b. Step change in temperature from 25 to 50 oc
c. Multiple variations in input irradiation

3.8.1 Step Change in Irradiation
The first disturbance applied to check the efficiency of the proposed controllers is a step
change in irradiation from 500 to 1000 W/m2 keeping the temperature constant. The
applied disturbance and response of the system are presented in Figures. 3.22-3.26. The
proposed MPPT controller tracks the maximum voltage from the PV array and maximum
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power PPV is generated. The inverter controller is able to transfer the generated power
from the PV array to the grid Pg as shown in the Figure 3.22. Figure 3.23 shows the
output of the IC based MPPT controller output voltage Vref and shows how the buck
converter controller forces the PV array to track at a maximum PV array voltage VPV. The
DC link voltage is kept constant by the inverter controller with a reference 650 V as
depicted in Figure 3.24. The D-axis current component is responsible for real power
transfer to the grid and the inverter controller keeps error between the actual and
reference D-axis current close to 0 as shown in Figure 3.25. The synchronization of the
scaled grid voltage and inverter output voltage is shown in Figure 3.26 and the offset is
removed by connecting a transformer between the inverter and the gird.

Figure 3.22: PV array output power PPV and inverter output power Pg
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Figure 3.23: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref
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Figure 3.24: DC link voltage VDC and current IDC
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Figure 3.25: Actual and reference D-axis inverter currents

Figure 3.26: Grid NS11 and inverter N11 output voltages to show the synchronization
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3.8.2 Step Change in Temperature
The second disturbance applied to check the robustness of the controller is a step change
in temperature from 25 to 50oc keeping the irradiation level at 1000W/m2. From the PV
array electrical characteristics, the output power gets reduced at higher temperature and
results are provided through Figures 3.27-3.31. The grid power Pg follows the PV array
output power PPV as shown in Figure 3.27 and the value has decreased from the nominal
53 kW since the temperature has increased. Figure 3.28 shows the PV array output
voltage and the MPPT voltage following each other as proposed by the controller. Similar
to the irradiation change, the inverter controller keeps the DC link voltage constant for
step change in temperature as shown in Figure 3.29. The inverter current controller keeps
the error between the actual and measured D-axis current component approximately zero
as presented in Figure 3.30. For unity power factor, the reference reactive power is kept 0
and from Figure 3.31 the actual measured reactive power Qg is around 0.
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Figure 3.27: PV array output power PPV and inverter output power Pg

Figure 3.28: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref
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Figure 3.29: DC link voltage VDC and current IDC
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Figure 3.30: Actual and reference D-axis inverter currents

Figure 3.31: The actual reactive power Qg from the grid side
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3.8.3 Multiple Variations in Input Irradiation
The above disturbances applied are to check the controllers performance in the worst case
but unexpected to happen in real environment. To check the performance of the controller
for real environment change in the input parameters, a scheduled trapezoidal irradiation
input shown in Figure 3.32 is applied. The response of the system for the applied
disturbance is depicted from Figures 3.33-3.36. The grid power Pg follows the output PV
power PPV as shown in Figure 3.33. The DC link voltage is kept constant by the inverter
controller irrespective of the variation in the input irradiation as shown in Figure 3.34.
The proposed MPPT controller tracks the maximum voltage and the proposed buck
converter ensures that the PV array output voltage and the MPPT output voltage are
identical as shown in Figure 3.35. During the input irradiation variation, the IC based
MPPT tracks the maximum voltage by changing the duty as shown in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.32: Trapezoidal irradiation input profile

Figure 3.33: PV array output power PPV and inverter output power Pg
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Figure 3.34: DC link voltage VDC and current IDC
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Figure 3.35: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref

Figure 3.36: Duty cycle for the buck converter
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3.9

CONCLUSION

This chapter presented real time simulation of grid connected PV system with efficient PQ and IC based MPPT controller. An independent active and reactive P-Q controller is
implemented to transfer the generated power from the PV array to the grid. The proposed
IC-based MPPT controller implemented forces the PV array to work at the maximum
power point. The generated DC power is connected to the grid using a voltage source
converter. A vector controller is implemented in RTDS to control independently the
active and reactive power. RTDS is used to assess the validity of the proposed
controllers. Results show that the proposed controllers are efficient in delivering the
maximum power from the PV to the grid.
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4 CHAPTER 4 POWER FLUCTUATION MINIMIZATION
OF PV SYSTEM USING SUPERCAPACITORS

This chapter presents grid connected PV system equipped with supercapacitor
energy storage system to minimize the fluctuation caused by change in irradiation
and temperature. A controller is designed to charge and discharge the
supercapacitor and the optimal supercapacitance of the supercapacitor is
determined. The results provided verify the superiority of the proposed controller
in minimizing the fluctuation from the generated power.

4.1

Overview

Electrical energy in an AC system cannot be stored electrically. However, energy can be
stored by converting the AC electricity and storing it electromagnetically,
electrochemically, kinetically, or as potential energy. Each energy storage technology
usually includes a power conversion unit to convert the energy from one form to another.
Energy storage technology is used to make the electric power systems more reliable as
well as making the broader use of renewable energy a reality. They can provide a wide
array of solutions to key issues that are affecting the power system. Depending on the
technology selected, they can provide spinning reserves, load leveling and shifting, load
forecasting, frequency control, VAR support and voltage regulation, relief of overloaded
transmission lines, release of system capacity, and enhance power quality. It also
increases the overall efficiency of the power system. Large scale storage devices are
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battery, compressed air, flywheel, pumped hydroelectric, superconducting magnetic, and
supercapacitor.
Storage can be a useful addition to renewable resources such as wind and solar which
may not be available when required. Storage technologies can help smooth the demand
for electrical generation and thereby improve efficiency and reliability. During periods
of low demand, excess generation can be used to charge an energy storage device. The
stored energy can then be used to provide electricity during periods of high demand.
Since storage is a tool for improving utility operation, it is very likely that most storage
systems will be utility operated and that their scheduling will be well coordinated with
the rest of the electric power system.

4.2

Grid Connected PV with Supercapacitor Energy Storage System
(SCESS)

Despite all the benefits introduced by PV systems to electric utilities, these systems might
lead to some operational problems. One of the main factors that lead to such problems is
the fluctuations of the output power of PV systems due to the variations in the irradiation
and temperature. Such fluctuations reduce their reliability in providing continuous power
to customers and lead to several operational problems that make the output power
forecast of PV systems a hard task.
To overcome this fluctuation, different energy storage devices are integrated to the PV
system. The use of energy storage devices with PV systems is currently receiving a lot of
attention, especially due to the fact that the power generated from these systems is
intermittent. The installation of storage devices can enhance the performance of PV
systems by bridging their power fluctuations, shifting the time of their peak generation,
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supplying critical loads during power outages, and providing reactive power support.
Among these, battery and supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS) are used in the
literature because of their high energy and power densities respectively.
In this dissertation SCESS is used to minimize the fluctuation as it has high power
density and fast response as shown in Table 2.1 of chapter 2. Figure 4.1 depicts the
configuration of grid integrated PV system with energy storage connected to the DC link.
The modeling of the PV array and the function of the DC-DC converter (buck) is the
same as that of grid connected PV discussed in chapter three. The energy storage is
connected at the DC link between the buck converter and the inverter using a
bidirectional buck boost converter. Unlike the grid connected PV system discussed in
chapter three where the DC link voltage is controlled by the inverter, in this topology the
DC link voltage is kept constant by the buck boost converter for real power delivery by
absorbing any mismatch between the generated power and the power transferred to the
grid. A constant P-Q control is implemented for the inverter to transfer the available
power of the DC link to either an AC load or to the main grid.
In Figure 4.1,
PSC

:

is the power exchanged between the DC link and the SCESS

CSC

:

the supercapacitor capacitance

All the other parameters are described in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 4.1: Grid connected PV system with energy storage

4.2.1 Bidirectional Buck-Boost Converter and Its Controller
The topology of the bi-directional buck-boost converter is shown in Figure 4.2. The
bidirectional converter acts as a buck converter to charge the supercapacitors in one
direction and as a boost converter to transfer energy to the DC link capacitor in the other
direction. IGBTs are used as the switching devices in the circuit. The operation of the
converter is controlled by the DC link voltage and the voltage of the supercapacitors. The
main purpose of the bidirectional buck-boost converter is to maintain the voltage of the
DC link relatively constant at a reference value. To make this converter controller stable,
a lower limit is placed on the supercapacitor voltage which is 50% of the maximum value
VSCmax, where VSCmax is the maximum supercapacitor voltage. The state of charge (SoC)
controls the supercapacitor voltage to be between 0.5VSCmax and VSCmax. Between these
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two voltages 75% of the energy stored can be utilized. The inductor LSC is designed from
the boost mode using a duty cycle of about 0.5 [145].

VDC 

VSC
1 d

(4.1)

The inductor ripple current when switch S2 is on is:

I LSC( on)  (

VSC
)Ton
LSC

(4.2)

And when it is off,

I LSC( off )  (

VSC 

VSC
1  d )T

LSC

(4.3)

off

At steady state, ILSC(on) = ILSC(off) and T=Ton+Toff=1/fs
I LSC 

VSC
dT
LSC

or LSC 

VSC dT
I LSC

where,
VDC

:

is the DC link voltage

VSC

:

is the supercapacitor voltage

d

:

duty cycle of the buck boost converter IGBT

ILSC(on)

:

inductor ripple current when S2 is on

ILSC(off)

:

inductor ripple current when S2 is off

Ton

:

IGBT on period

Toff

:

IGBT off period

T

:

is the switching period and fs is the switching frequency
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(4.4)

+

S1

I SC

LSC

V DC

+

CSC

V SC
S2

-

-

Figure 4.2: Buck boost converter to integrate the SCESS

4.2.2 DC-Link Capacitor Design
In the configuration of Figure 4.1, the DC link capacitor is only required to function as a
smoothing capacitor in order to limit voltage ripple during boost mode. In buck mode,
energy will be stored in supercapacitor modules. The design of the DC link capacitor for
this case is then focused on boost mode operation. In boost mode when S2 is ON, it is the
DC link capacitor that supplies energy to the grid, the supercapacitors are transferring
energy to LSC. The amount of charge Q stored in the DC link capacitor decreases as it
supplies the required real power via the inverter to the grid, and the DC link voltage
drops. When S2 is OFF, the DC link capacitor is charged from the CSC (the stored energy
in LSC), and the DC link voltage increases. This cycle of store and supply charge causes a
ripple voltage, ΔV, written in (4.5).

Q IdT PSC dT
V 


CDC CDC CDCVDC
CDC 

PSC dT
VVDC

(4.5)

(4.6)
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where,

V

:

is DC link ripple voltage, V.

Q

:

is change in capacitor charge, Coulomb.

CDC

:

is DC Link capacitor, F.

CSC

:

the supercapacitor capacitance

I

:

is load current supplied to the grid, A.

In equation (4.5), if the maximum ripple voltage, Vmax, occurs when maximum power is
supplied to the grid with a duty ratio d =1.0. Two cascaded loops are implemented for the
buck boost converter as shown in Figure 4.3. The outer loop is a voltage control that
regulates the DC link voltage by comparing the measured DC link voltage with the
reference and generates the reference supercapacitor current ISCref. This reference current
is compared with the actual inductor current ISC to generate the gating signals for the
IGBTs.
Let


VDCERR V

DCref

 VDC

I SCERR  I SCref  I SC
The reference current ISCref in Laplace transform is given as:

I SCref  K PO (VDC  VDCref )  K IOVDCERR

(4.7)

The control signal Vs in Laplace transform is given by

VS  K PI ( I SCref  I SC )  K II I SCERR
where,
VDCERR

:

is the state variable for the outer voltage controller
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(4.8)

ISCERR

:

is the state variable for the inner current controller

KPO and KIO

:

are the PI proportional and integral gains of the outer voltage control
loop

KPI and KII

:

are the PI proportional and integral gains of the inner current
control loop

K PO
+

V DCref

-

V DC



K PI

I SCref
+

+

+

-

I SCERR



K IO

V

+

S

+

K II

VDCERR
I

SC

Triangular wave

+
S2

Not

S1

Figure 4.3: Controller for the buck boost converter
The size of the supercapacitor is chosen depending on the amount of energy required to
minimize the fluctuation from the PV source. From Figure 4.1,

Pg  Ppv  PSC
1
PSC  t  C SCV SC 2
2

where,
Pg

:

is the grid demand power,

Ppv

:

the maximum power generated from PV array

t

:

time required to support the system using SCESS
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(4.9)

(4.10)

If the power demand from the grid or load connected to the AC side is less than the
power generated from the PV array, the excess power is stored in the supercapacitor for
later use when the power demand is high.

4.2.3 P-Q Controller for the Inverter
The inverter discussed in chapter three for grid connected PV controls the DC link
voltage but in this case the buck-boost converter controls the DC link voltage. The
inverter sends a constant power to the grid. Using synchronous rotating reference frame
(D-Q axis), decoupled active and reactive current control technique is implemented using
a PI controller.
3
Pg  (VLD I LD  VLQ I LQ )
2
3
Qg  (VLQ I LD  VLD I LQ )
2

(4.11)

The power reference signals for the active and reactive power controllers are obtained
from the Power Management Control (PMC). If the reference active and reactive powers
are known, the respective IDREF and IQREF currents are determined from equation (4.11)
as:
2 PREF VLD  QREF VLQ
I DREF  (
)
2
2
3
VLD  VLQ

(4.12)

2 PREF VLQ  QREF VLD
I QREF  (
)
2
2
3
VLD  VLQ

(4.13)

The control scheme for the constant P-Q control is shown in Figure 4.4. Since the D and
Q components are coupled, cross-coupling term and a feed forward voltage are used to
improve the performance of the PI current controllers.
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Let,


I DERR  I DREF  I LD


I QERR  I QREF  I LQ

The D-axis component control signal in the Laplace domain is:

mD  K P1D ( I DREF  I LD )  K I 1D I DERR  VLD  LI LQ

(4.14)

And Q-axis component control signal in the Laplace domain is

mQ  K P 2Q ( I QREF  I LQ )  K I 2Q I QERR  VLQ  LI LD

(4.15)

where,
IDERR

:

is the D-axis state variable

IQERR

:

is the Q-axis state variable

KP1D and KI1D

:

are the D-axis PI regulator gains

KP2Q and KI2Q

:

are the Q-axis PI regulator gains

mD

:

is the D-axis control signal

mQ

:

is the Q-axis control signal

The control signals mD and mQ are then converted back using DQ/ABC and firing pulses
are generated for the inverter using pulse width modulation (PWM).
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Figure 4.4: Decoupled P-Q inverter control

4.3

Problem Formulation and Control Parameter Design

The same technique applied in chapter three is used to determine the control parameters
of grid connected PV system with SCESS. The same objective function is used. For grid
connected PV system with supercapacitor energy storage system the optimized
parameters are KPB, KIB, KPO, KIO, KPI, KII, KP1D, KI1D, KP2Q and KI2Q. The constraints are:
min
max
K PB
 K PB  K PB

(4.16)

K IBmin  K IB  K IBmax

(4.17)

max
K Pmin
1D  K P1D  K P1D

(4.18)

max
K Imin
1D  K I 1D  K I 1D

(4.19)

max
K Pmin
2D  KP2D  KP2D

(4.20)
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max
K Imin
2D  KI 2D  KI 2D

min
max
K PO
 K PO  K PO

min
max
K IO
 K IO  K IO

K PImin  K PI  K PImax
K IImin  K II  K IImax

(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)

(4.24)
(4.25)

The states are:

x [ I PV VDC VPVerr VDCERR I SCERR I DERR I QERR ]T

4.4

(4.26)

RTDS BASED RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A PV array with the same specification used in chapter three as given in Table 3.1 is
developed in RTDS. It consists of 50 series and 20 parallel connected modules. The DC
link capacitor designed in chapter three and eqn. (4.6) give the same capacitance of 80
mF for the PV array specification and DC link voltage provided. For the reference solar
intensity of 1000 W/m2 and temperature of 25oc, the operating voltage VMP and current
IMP at the MPPT is 50×17.4 V=870 V, and 20×3.05 A=61A, respectively. The expected
maximum output power at this operating point from this PV array is 53 kW (870V×61
A). The SCESS is designed to have energy capacity of 10 kW for 120 seconds (1200 kJ)
to minimize the fluctuation of the 53 kW PV system. Using a reference DC link voltage
of 650 V and supercapacitor voltage of 325 V (0.5×650), the optimum supercapacitor
capacitance CSC is designed using equation (4.10) as 22.7 F. The inductor LSC of the
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SCESS is designed using equation (4.4) as 0.8 mH. The P-Q controller set points PREF
and QREF can be set depending on the amount of power to be transferred to the grid and to
the SCESS. Taking into account the capacity of the supercapacitor for this particular
case, PREF and QREF are set as 50 kW and 0 var, respectively. Therefore, the inverter is
transferring this amount of power to the grid. In case of higher values of PV generated
power, the excess power is stored in the SCESS.
Applying PSO technique on the eigenvalue based objective function of eqn. (3.68) to
search for the optimal parameters of the proposed controllers, the optimal settings
obtained are:


for the buck converter, KPB=0.6 and KIB=0.2,



for the buck-boost converter, KPO =0.4, KIO =0.5, KPI =0.5, and KII =0.5,



for the inverter: KP1D =0.7, KI1D =0.2, KP2Q = 5, and KI2Q =0.5.

The eigen values of before and after optimization are tabulated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Eigen value spectrum with SCESS
Before Optimization

After optimization

Real part

Imaginary part

Real part

Imaginary part

17.6980

1025.8i

-191.74

 4025.25i

-19.1

 648.11i

-68.4785

1926.23i

-4.486

-19.07

-9.247

--175.1282

0.521

-28.3604
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Figure 4.5 shows the complete RTDS model of the grid connected PV system with
energy storage used in this dissertation. Figure 4.6 depicts the power electronics block
inside the BRDG1 block. The constant P-Q controller implemented to generate reference
currents for the inverter is shown in Figure 4.7. The inner current control loop of the P-Q
controller for the inverter in RTDS is shown in Figure 4.8. The coupling and feedforward added to the inverter controller is presented in Figure 4.9. The buck-boost
converter controller is depicted in Figure 4.10.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed buck-boost, P-Q and IC based MPPT
controller, the following tests have been applied.
a. Normal operation: Normal operation at 1000 W/m2 and 25oc, the grid demand
power is set at 50 kW and 0 var.
b. Irradiation Increase and SCESS Charging: Step change in irradiation from
1000 to 1200 W/m2 keeping the other parameters as in case a.
c. Irradiation Decrease and SCESS Discharging: Discharging the supercapacitor
when the irradiation varies from 1200 to 800 W/m2.
d. Trapezoidal change in input irradiation
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Figure 4.5: RSCAD model of grid connected PV system
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Figure 4.6: Configuration inside BRDG1
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Figure 4.7: Constant P-Q control to generate reference currents for the inverter
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Figure 4.8: Inner current control loop

Figure 4.9: Feed forward and cross coupling
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Figure 4.10: Buck boost converter controller

4.4.1 Normal Operation
For normal operation, the power generated from the PV array is directly transferred to the
grid. Depending on the irradiation and temperature, the PMC will set the P-Q power set
points for the inverter so that it can transfer the power generated directly to the grid. For
this case, the irradiation is set at 1000 W/m2 and the temperature at 25oc that means the
PV array is generating 53 kW. The P-Q controller set points are set to 50 kW and 0 var
respectively. Only around 3kW is being exchanged between the DC link and the SCESS
to compensate for the losses. The applied disturbance and response of the system are
presented in Figures. 4.11-4.18. The proposed MPPT controller tracks the maximum
voltage from the PV array and maximum power PPV is generated. The P-Q controller for
the inverter transfers the 50 kW to the grid as shown in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.12 shows
the output of the IC based MPPT controller output voltage Vref and shows how the buck
converter controller forces the PV array to track at the maximum voltage VMP. The DC
link voltage which is common to both the inverter and the buck boost converter is the
duty of the buck converter multiplied by the PV array output voltage VPV. This DC link
voltage is kept constant by the buck boost controller with a reference 650 V. The PV
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array output power is always VPV x IPV and the P-Q controller transfers VDC * IDC as
shown in Figure 4.13. The D-axis current component is responsible for real power
transfer to the grid and the inverter controller keeps error between the actual and
reference D-axis current close to 0 as shown in Figure 4.14. The synchronization of the
scaled grid voltage and inverter output voltage is shown in Figure 4.15 and the offset is
removed by connecting a transformer between the inverter and the grid. The duty cycle of
the buck and buck-boost converters are depicted in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17
respectively. The firing pulses of the buck-boost converter is shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.11: PV array output power PPV, inverter output power Pg and supercapacitor
power Psc
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Figure 4.12: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref

Figure 4.13: DC link voltage VDC, DC link current IDC and PV output current IPV
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Figure 4.14: Actual ILD and reference IDREF inverter D-component inverter current

Figure 4.15: Grid NS11 and inverter N11 output voltages to show the synchronization
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Figure 4.16: Buck converter duty cycle

Figure 4.17: Buck-boost converter duty cycle
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Figure 4.18: Firing pulses for the buck-boost converter

4.4.2 Increase Irradiation and SCESS Charging
When the irradiation increases from the normal operating point, the DC link voltage
increases and since the inverter is transferring a constant power to the grid, this excess
power goes to the SCESS to charge it for later use. The results for this disturbance are
provided from Figures 4.19-4.24. As shown in Figure 4.19 the PV array is generating PPV
of around 62 kW and the inverter is transferring 50 kW, Pg, and the excess power is
charging the supercapacitor, PSC. To charge the SCESS, the buck boost converter works
as buck mode and Figure 4.20 shows the actual and reference inductor current of the
SCESS. Similar to the normal operation, the IC based MPPT controller tracks the
maximum voltage and hence power from the PV array as depicted in Figure 4.21. For
constant power transferred to the grid, VDC and IDC are maintained constant as the normal
operation of case A but the PV array current varies depending on the irradiation as shown
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in Figure 4.22. The duty cycle of the buck and the buck-boost converters are shown in
Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 respectively.

Figure 4.19: PV array output power PPV, inverter output power Pg and supercapacitor
power Psc
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Figure 4.20: Actual ISC and reference ISCREF charging current of the SCESS.

Figure 4.21: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref
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Figure 4.22: DC link voltage VDC, DC link current IDC and PV output current IPV

Figure 4.23: Buck converter duty cycle
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Figure 4.24: Buck-boost converter duty cycle

4.4.3 Irradiation Decrease and Discharging the SCESS
The controller’s capability is further tested by applying an irradiation disturbance lower
than the normal operating point. With the P-Q controller fixed like the other cases, a step
irradiation from 1200 to 800 W/m2 is applied and the response of the system is presented
in Figures 4.25-4.30. The stored power in the SCESS is being utilized now as the
irradiation is decreased. As shown in Figure 4.25 the inverter is transferring the constant
50 kW while the PV is generating around 40 kW this means that deficiency power is
coming from the stored energy in the SCESS. Since the DC link voltage decreases from
the reference value, the buck boost converter works in boost mode by sending a
controlled current signal so that this voltage is restored back to its original value as
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depicted in Figure 4.26. The IC MPPT controller tracks the maximum power from the PV
array as depicted in Figure 4.27. Similar to the previous cases, Figure 4.28 shows the
constant controlled DC link power and a varying PV array current IPV. The duty cycle of
the buck and buck-boost converters are shown in Figure 4.29 and Figure 4.30
respectively.

Figure 4.25: PV array output power PPV, inverter output power Pg and supercapacitor
power Psc
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Figure 4.26: Actual and reference charging current of the SCESS.

Figure 4.27: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref
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Figure 4.28: DC link voltage VDC, DC link current IDC and PV output current IPV
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Figure 4.29: Buck converter duty cycle

Figure 4.30: Buck-boost converter duty cycle
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4.4.4 Trapezoidal Change in Input Irradiation
A scheduled input irradiation shown in Figure 4.31 is applied to the PV array and the
response of the system is depicted from Figures 4.32-4.34. The PV array was generating
around 53 kW for input irradiation of 1000 W/m2. The P-Q set points are kept as before
and when the irradiation increases the SCESS gets charged and the stored energy is used
when the irradiation decreased as shown in Figure 4.32. As previous cases the DC link
voltage is kept constant by the buck boost converter controller as shown in Figure 4.33.
Figure 4.34 shows the output of the MPPT controller.

Figure 4.31: Scheduled irradiation input to the PV array
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Figure 4.32: PV array output power PPV, inverter output power Pg and supercapacitor
power Psc
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Figure 4.33: DC link voltage VDC, DC link current IDC and PV output current IPV

Figure 4.34: PV array output voltage VPV and MPPT output voltage Vref
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4.5

CONCLUSION

This chapter presents grid connected PV system with supercapacitor energy storage
system to minimize the power fluctuation. A P-Q controller is implemented to transfer
the generated power from the PV array to both the grid and the SCESS. The IC based
MPPT implemented in RTDS forces the PV array to work at the maximum power. The
generated power is connected to the grid using a voltage source converter. The SCESS
connected to the DC link is used to store the mismatch power from the PV array and the
power demand by DC or AC load set by the power management control. The buck boost
converter, which controls the DC link voltage, is used to connect the SCESS to the DC
link. RTDS is used to check the validity of the controller and results show that the
proposed controller minimizes the fluctuation from PV source that can help PV sources
participate in the power markets.
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5 CHAPTER 5 POWER FLUCTUATION MINIMIZATION
IN WIND ENERGY USING SUPERCAPACITORS

In this chapter, wind turbine generator system based on permanent magnet
synchronous generator equipped with supercapacitor energy storage system is
presented. A controller is designed and implemented for the back to back
connected three level neutral point clamped converters used to integrate the
generated power from the wind to the grid. RTDS based results are provided to
verify the controller’s capability.

5.1

Introduction

Windmills have been used for many years to harness wind energy for mechanical work
such as pumping water. Wind turbines were first used to produce utility power in
Denmark during the Second World War. Power generation using wind turbine is
becoming the main sources of the world energy market to tackle problems associated
with price volatility and carbon impact of fossil fuels. A wind turbine is a machine for
converting the kinetic energy in wind into mechanical energy. The working principle of a
wind turbine encompasses two main conversion processes. The turbine consists of a rotor
that extracts kinetic energy from the wind and converts it into a rotating movement which
is then converted into electricity by a generator. Most of the wind turbines are variable
speed to get more power from the same wind in comparison with fixed speed wind
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turbines. They also mostly use either doubly fed induction generator or synchronous
generator.
Variable speed wind turbines using direct drive permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) is getting more attention in wind turbine applications because it is gear box free,
does not need field excitation, has full controllability of the system. As compared to
double fed induction generator (DFIG) wind turbine, PMSG wind turbine has better
efficiency and reliability. The increasing penetration of wind power to the grid forces
many countries to adopt and revise grid operating codes for wind farms specifying the
fault condition under which a WTG should remain connected to the grid.
One concern of using wind as a power generation unit is that its output power is
unpredictable as a result of varying wind speed. To overcome this fluctuation different
energy storage devices are integrated to the WTG system. Among these, superconducting
magnetic energy storage (SMES) and flywheel are used to minimize the fluctuation.
Because of their high energy and power densities battery and supercapacitor energy
storage system (SCESS) are commonly used [146].
PMSG based variable speed wind energy conversion system is depicted in Figure 5.1.
The horizontal axis variable-speed wind turbine directly drives the rotor of a PMSG
through a gearless drive train. Field excitation to the generator is obtained through
permanent magnets mounted on the generator rotor. The PMSG based wind turbine
generator (WTG) is connected to the grid using a fully controlled power converter
system, a bidirectional buck boost converter, step-up transformer, and harmonic filter. To
minimize the fluctuation and to ride through the fault, supercapacitor energy storage
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system (SCESS) is connected to the DC link using a bidirectional buck boost converter.
The power converter system comprises of two three-level neutral- point-clamped (NPC)
back to back connected voltage source-converters (VSC). In the NPC the DC link
capacitor split to form a zero neutral point. The maximum power from the wind turbine is
tracked by adjusting the generator rotor speed controlled by the machine side converter
(MSC). The other function of the MSC controller is to minimize the generator loss. The
grid side converter (GSC) controls the active and reactive power flow to the grid. The
buck boost converter keeps the DC link voltage to a constant value so that the GSC
delivers the required power to the grid. By proper control of the buck boost converter,
charging and discharging of the SCESS is achieved. Vector control is employed on the
back-to-back connected NPCs in synchronously rotating reference frames.
In Figure 5.1,
PWT

:

PM

:

is PMSG power output,

PDC

:

is DC link power,

PSC

:

is SCESS power,

PPCC

:

is the PCC power,

PG

:

is Power delivered to the gird and

Tr

:

is the step-up transformer.

md

is power output of wind turbine,

:

is the d-axis machine side converter (MSC) modulation index
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mq

:

is the q-axis machine side converter (MSC) modulation index

mid

:

is the d-axis grid side converter (GSC) modulation index

miq

:

is the q-axis grid side converter (GSC) modulation index

IG

:

I

GSC output current
:

PMSG stator output current
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Figure 5.1: Grid connected variable speed wind energy conversion system using PMSG

5.2

Power in the Wind and Wind Turbine Model

Wind turbines convert the kinetic energy present in the wind into mechanical energy by
means of producing torque and it is characterized by its power-speed characteristics.
Since the energy contained by the wind is in the form of kinetic energy, its magnitude
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depends on the air density and the wind velocity. The amount of power PWT and torque
TWT a horizontal axis wind turbine capable of producing is given by:
1
PWT  C p (  ,  ) AV 3
2

TWT 

(5.1)

1
C p (  ,  ) AV 3
2Wt

(5.2)

where,
is the density of the air in kg/m3,

ρ

:

A

:

is the exposed area in m2,

V

:

is the wind velocity in m/s,

Wt

: is the turbine rotational speed (which is equal to wr for gear less drive),

Cp

: is the power coefficient,

β

: is the pitch angle.

The tip speed ratio λ is defined as:

 

Wt Rt
V

(5.3)

where,
Rt

:

is the turbine radius

Cp which is a nonlinear function of λ and  is given by:
21
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C p (  ,  )  0.5176(
 0.4  5)e i  0.00668

i

1

i



1
0.035
 3
  0.08   1
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(5.4)

A typical relationship between Cp and λ is shown in Figure 5.2. It is clear from this figure
that there is a value of λ for which Cp is maximized thus maximizing the power for a

Power Coefficient

given wind speed.
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Figure 5.2: Cp vs λ Characteristics for 0 Pitch Angle

Because of the relationship between Cp and λ, as the turbine speed changes for a given
wind velocity there is a turbine speed that gives a maximum output power. This is shown
in Figure 5.3 for various wind speeds. As seen in the figure the peak power for each wind
speed occurs at the point where Cp is maximized. The prime motivation for variable
speed control of wind energy conversion system is to track the rotor speed with changing
wind velocity that is always maintained at its maximum Cp value. To maximize the
power generated it is therefore desirable for the generator to have a power characteristic
that will follow the maximum Cp line.
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Figure 5.3: Typical turbine power relationship for various wind speeds

The drive train system of wind energy conversion system to be used in this study includes
a two mass model as shown in Figure 5.4. The wind turbine constituting a greater mass
having inertia of Ht connects the PMSG rotor with inertia of Hg. A mechanical shaft with
a stiffness coefficient of Ks is used to couple the two masses. The damping coefficients
for the turbine and generator are taken as Dt and Dg respectively.

wt
TM



ww

s

Hg

Ht
Lumped Wind
Turbine

Ks
Shaft system

PMSG Rotor

Figure 5.4: Two mass model of drive train
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TE

Four first order nonlinear ordinary differential equations describe the electromechanical
dynamics of the drive train system in terms of the torsional angle s, the turbine speed Wt,
the PMSG rotor angle w and the PMSG rotor speed Ww as:

d s
 w0 ( wt  ww )
dt

(5.5)

dwt
1

( Pmw  K s s  Dt ( wt  1)
dt
2Ht

(5.6)

d w
 w0 ( ww  1)
dt

(5.7)

dww
1

( K s s  Pew  Dg ( ww  1)
dt
2H g

(5.8)

There is a range of methods for controlling aerodynamic forces on the turbine rotor and
therefore limiting the peak power output of a turbine. The simplest is passive stall control
in which the design of rotor aerodynamics causes the rotor to stall (loose power) when
the wind velocities exceed a certain value. Other methods include yawing, in which the
rotor is turned out of alignment with the wind by some mechanical device, when a given
wind speed is exceeded. The most sophisticated method is active aerodynamic control,
such as flaps or full span pitch control. The latter can be implemented as an emergency
control method that only feathers the blades in an over speed condition. Alternatively, it
can be a highly active method for starting the rotor and controlling power output over a
wide range of wind speeds.
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5.2.1 Pitch Control
The aerodynamic model of the wind turbine has shown that the aerodynamic efficiency is
strongly influenced by variation of the blade pitch with respect to the direction of the
wind or to the plane of rotation. Small changes in pitch angle can have a dramatic effect
on the power output. In low to moderate wind speeds, the turbine should simply try to
produce as much power as possible, so there is generally no need to vary the pitch angle.
The pitch angle should only be at its optimum value to produce maximum power. In high
wind speeds, pitch control provides a very effective means of regulating the aerodynamic
power and loads produced by the rotor so that design limits are not exceeded. Figure 5.5
shows the relationship between Cp and λ for different values of pitch angle.

Figure 5.5: Cp vs λ characteristics for different value of pitch angle
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5.3

The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG)

PMSG is modeled as an interior magnet machine with sinusoidally distributed windings.
By ignoring the damper windings, the machine is modeled in the rotor aligned
synchronously rotating dq reference frame as:
dI
1
mdVDC  RI d  ( LMd  LLS ) d  wr ( LMq  LLS ) I q
2
dt

(5.9)

dI q
1
mqVDC  RI q  ( LMq  LLS )
 wr ( LMd  LLS ) I d  wr f
2
dt

(5.10)

dwr P
P

(TWT  1.5 (( LMd  LMq ) I d  f ) I q
dt 2 J
2

(5.11)

where,
d and q

:

are direct and quadrature components,

m

:

is the MSC modulation index,

VDC

:

is the DC link voltage,

LMd, LMq

:

are mutual inductances,

R

:

is the stator resistance

LLS

:

is the stator leakage inductance,

f

:

is the permanent magnet flux,

I

:

is the PMSG stator current,

P

:

is the number of machine poles,

wr

:

is the rotor electrical speed,

J

:

is moment of inertia of turbine and rotor,

TWT

:

is the mechanical turbine torque.
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Developed torque has two components: The first component is the component due to
field flux, and the other component is due to reluctance torque. The general expression is
^

Te 1.5( f I q  ( LMd  LMq ) I d I q

(5.12)

where,
^

 f  2 f is the peak permanent flux, and
Te is the developed torque.
For an interior magnet machine
LMq > LMd

(5.13)

Which means Id reduces the overall electrical torque. Also if saliency is neglected, the
torque expression in equation (5.12) reduces to
^

Te 1.5( f I q )

(5.14)

In this case, torque is a function of quadrature axis stator current Iq alone.

5.4

Machine Side Converter (MSC) and Its Controller

To generate the maximum available power from continually varying wind speed, the
generator rotor speed is optimally adjusted by the machine side converter controller. One
of the primary functions of the MSC is to control stator current so that it is 180 degrees
out of phase with the stator voltage in order to maximize PMSG efficiency. The torque or
q axis component of stator current is maintained to match the power requirements of the
wind turbine. By measuring the power produced by the wind turbine over a range of wind
speeds, an optimum rotor speed wropt, versus power relationship can be derived. The Iq
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current or torque reference can then be created from the measured power by regulating
the rotor speed.
The d axis component controls the armature reaction flux and is varied to keep the
reactive power at a minimum as long as the power output of the machine is 1 per unit or
less. The d axis current contributes to the magnetizing flux and as the torque increase
from zero to rated, both Id and Iq increase. The reference for the d axis current is stored in
a function (y = f(x) component), where the output is a function of machine speed. This
function is derived by reducing the reactive power output from the PMSG to
approximately zero, thus minimizing losses. The content of the function are
approximated in Figure 5.6. The control signals md and mq in Laplace domain for the
MSC are shown in Figure 5.7 and are given by:

md  ( I dREF  I d )( K p 2 d 
mq  [(wropt  wr )( K p1q 

K I 2d
)  wr I q ( LMq  LLS )
s

K I 1q
s

)  I q )] ( K p 2 q 

K I 2q
s

)  wr I d ( LMq  LLS )

(5.15)

(5.16)

where,
Kp2d and KI2d :
Kp1q and KI1q :

are d-axis proportional and integral constants of the PI regulator
are the q-axis outer loop proportional and integral constants of the
PI regulator.

Kp2q and KI2q :

are the q-axis inner loop proportional and integral constants of PI
regulator.
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Figure 5.6: Look up table for IdREF generation
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Figure 5.7: Machine side converter controller
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5.5

Grid Side Converter (GSC) Controller

The function of the grid side converter (GSC) is to control the active and reactive power
exchanged between the PCC and the main grid. Using a synchronously rotating dq
reference frame with the PCC ac voltage vector (VACPCC), the equations describing the
GSC and PCC are:
dI
1
midVDC VAC PCCd  RC I Gd  wLT I Gq  LT Gd
2
dt

(5.17)

dI Gq
1
miqVDC VAC PCCq  RC I Gd  wLT I Gd  LT
2
dt

(5.18)

3
PPCC  (VAC PCCd I Gd  VAC PCCq I Gq )
2

(5.19)

3
QPCC  (VAC PCCq I Gd VAC PCCd I Gq )
2

(5.20)

where,
mi

:

is the GSC modulation index,

LT

:

is transformer leakage inductance,

RC

:

is to represent converter losses,

IG

: is GSC ac current,

w

: is the grid frequency,

PPCC and QPCC : are the active and reactive power at the PCC.
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A phase locked loop (PLL) is implemented to track the grid frequency (=2f) and phase
angle Ɵ that will be used for abc to dq conversion. The control scheme for the GSC P-Q
controller is shown in Figure 5.8. Since the d and q components are coupled, crosscoupling term and feed forward voltage are used to improve the performance of the PI
current controllers. The reference grid power PGREF is determined by the power
management control depending on the grid power or AC load demand.
The d-axis component control signal in the Laplace domain is:

mid  [( PGREF  PPCC )( K P 3d 

K I 3d
K
)  I Gd )]( K P 4 d  I 4 d )  VAC PCCd  LT I Gq
s
s

(5.21)

And q-axis component control signal in the Laplace domain is:

miq  ( K P 4 q 

K I 4q
s

)( I GqREF  I Gq )  VAC PCCq  LT I Gd

(5.22)

where,
Kp3d and KI3d

:

are d-axis outer proportional and integral constants of the PI regulator

Kp4d and KI4d

:

are the d-axis inner loop proportional and integral constants of the
PI regulator.

Kp4q and KI4q

:

are the q-axis proportional and integral constants of PI regulator.
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Figure 5.8: Grid side converter vector control

5.6

Buck Boost Converter Controller

The function of the buck-boost converter is similar to the one used in chapter four. The
designs of the converter and controller parameters are obtained using the same procedure
and will not be discussed in this chapter.

5.7

RTDS BASED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A variable speed direct driven permanently excited 4kV, 22 pole, 60Hz, 2MW wind
turbine generator has been modeled in RTDS as shown in Figure 5.9. The parameters of
the PMSG and other system parameters are tabulated in Table 5.1. The interfacing
transformer is a 2.5 MVA 4kV/33 kV. The system is working at rated speed of 12 m/s
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and is generating the rated 2 MW power. Both the GSC and the MSC are voltage source
converters (VSC) and are Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) three level types joined together
back to back on the DC link side through small reactors. The buck-boost converter
controller built in RTDS is shown in Figure 5.10. The GSC controller and the abc/dq
conversion of this converter are depicted in Figure 5.11 and 5.12 respectively. The MSC
controller built in RTDS is presented in Figure 5.13.
Table 5.1: Parameter of a PMSG and other system components [107]
Parameter

Value

Rated stator voltage

4 kV

Rated MVA of the machine

2 MVA

Stator leakage reactance

0.1 pu

D-axis unsaturated magnetic reactance

0.65 pu

D-axis damper leakage reactance

2.5 pu

Q-axis magnetizing reactance

1 pu

Q-axis damper leakage reactance

2.5 pu

Stator resistance

0.01 pu

Inertia constant

3.5

Rated wind speed

12 m/sec

DC link voltage

7.6 kV

Grid voltage

33 kV

Coupling transformer rating

2.5 MVA, 4/33 kV

Transformer leakage reactance

0.15 pu

LSC

0.0096 H

CSC

7.5 F

CDC

10 mF
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The same technique is applied to find the parameters of the PI gains for the buck boost
converter controller. The values obtained are:


For the MSC: KP2d =0.4, KI2d=0.125, KP1q=0.01, KI1q=0.5, KP2q=0.4,
KI2q=0.125



For the GSC: KP3d =5, KI3d =0.125, KP4d =0.4, KI4d =0.05, KP4q =0.4, KI4q =0.05



For the buck-boost converter: KPO =5, KIO =0.05, KPI =0.562, and KII =0.05

Figure 5.9: Complete RTDS model of three level neutral point clamped grid connected
PMSG.
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Figure 5.10: Buck boost converter controller in RTDS

Figure 5.11: Grid side converter controller in RTDS
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Figure 5.12: Grid side converter dq/abc conversion in RTDS
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Figure 5.13: Machine side converter controller built in RTDS
To verify the effectiveness of the controller’s capability, the developed system has been
tested for power smoothing. The wind speed profile and the reference active power and
reactive power of the grid side converter are varied to test the charging and discharging
capability of the SCESS. The SCESS is designed to have energy capacity of 15 kWh to
minimize the fluctuation for the 2 MW WTG system. Using a reference DC link voltage
of 7.6 kV and supercapacitor voltage of 3.8 kV (0.5×7.6 kV), the optimum supercapacitor
capacitance CSC is designed using equation (4.10) as 7.5 F. The P-Q controller set point
PGREF can be set depending on the amount of power to be transferred to the grid and to
the SCESS. Taking into account the capacity of the supercapacitor, PGREF has to be set
accordingly. In case of higher values of WTG generated power, the excess power is
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stored in the SCESS and is used when the generated power is less. The applied
disturbances for power smoothing control are:
a. Normal Operation
b. Charging the Supercapacitor
c. Variation in Wind Speed Input
The applied disturbance and results of the system for the above cases are explained
below.

5.7.1 Normal Operation
For normal operation the system is generating the rated 2MW power at the rated speed of
12 m/sec. The generated power is directly transferred to the grid. The supercapacitor is
only used to minimize small power oscillation. The system response for this case is
depicted from Figures 5.14-5.20. Figure 5.14 shows the generator power from the PMSG
PM, the DC link power PDC, the PCC active power PNPCC and the supercapacitor power
PSC. As can be seen from the figure, the PMSG generates the rated power from the rated
wind speed and is directly transferred to the grid. Neglecting all the losses, the generated
power from the PMSG is actually equal to the transferred power to the grid. While
working at the rated wind speed the PMSG electrical torque Te and the PU speed are 1
PU as shown in figure 5.15. The PCC PU voltage VACPCC and one of the phase voltages
N1 are shown in figure 5.16 and the PU voltage is kept at 1 PU by the grid side converter
controller. The supercapacitor voltage VSC and the DC link voltage VDC are depicted in
figure 5.17. Since the generated power is directly transferred to the grid, the
supercapacitor voltage VSC remains almost constant. The DC link voltage VDC is
controlled by the buck-boost converter to a constant reference value and as can be seen
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from Figure 5.17 this voltage is kept constant with reference value of 7.6 kV. The dcomponent current is responsible to control the active power exchanged between the PCC
and the grid side converter. The actual and reference component of this current is
depicted in Figure 5.18 and are identical. Figure 5.19 shows the actual and reference
supercapacitor currents. The PCC reactive power QNPCC and grid reactive power after the
high pass filter QS are shown in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.14: PMSG generated power PM, DC link power PDC, PCC active power
PNPCC and SCESS power PSC.
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Figure 5.15: PMSG electrical torque TELEC and generator per unit speed SPDPU
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Figure 5.16: PCC PU voltage VACPCC and phase a voltage N1
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Figure 5.17: The supercapacitor voltage VSC and DC link voltage VDC
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Figure 5.18: Grid side converter reference IDREF and actual IGD inductor currents

Figure 5.19: Actual ISC and reference ISCREF supercapacitor currents
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Figure 5.20: PCC reactive power QNPCC and grid reactive power after the filter QS
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5.7.2 Charging the Supercapacitor
The supercapacitor can be charged when the power generated by the PMSG is greater
than the power transferred to the grid. The PMSG generated its rated power of 2 MW
with a wind speed of 12 m/sec. At higher wind speeds, pitch control should be activated
to limit the amount of power at the rated PMSG value. The supercapacitor can handle
only the fraction of the rated power. To demonstrate the controller’s capability in
charging the supercapacitor, two cases are conducted.

1.

Case 1: Charging the Supercapacitor at Rated Wind Speed

For this case the wind speed is kept at 12m/sec that means the PMSG is generating the
rated 2MW. The PGREF of the grid side converter is set at 1MW. The other 1MW is used
to charge the supercapacitor energy storage system. The applied disturbance and response
of the system are shown from figures 5.21- 5.27. Figure 5.21 shows the generator power
from the PMSG PM, the DC link power PDC, the PCC active power PNPCC and the
supercapacitor power PSC. As can be seen from the figure, the PMSG generates the rated
2 MW power from the rated wind speed and the grid side converter is transferring only 1
MW of the generated power. The other 1 MW is used to charge the SCESS which can be
used later when the wind speed falls down or the grid demand power is high. Figure 5.22
shows the PU electrical torque and speed of the PMSG kept at their corresponding rated
values for the applied rated wind speed. Similar to the normal operation the PU voltage at
the PCC is kept at its rated 1 PU values as depicted in figure 5.23. The reactive power at
the PCC and grid are shown in Figure 5.24. Figure 5.25 shows the supercapacitor voltage
VSC and DC link voltage VDC controlled by their respective controller accordingly. The
actual and reference inductor currents of the grid side converter are shown in Figure 5.26.
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The magnitude of these currents corresponds to the 1MW power transferred to the grid by
the grid side converter. Figure 5.27 depicts the actual and reference charging
supercapacitor current.

Figure 5.21: PMSG generated power PM, DC link power PDC, PCC active power PNPCC
and SCESS power PSC.
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Figure 5.22: PMSG electrical torque TELEC and generator per unit speed SPDPU
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Figure 5.23: PCC PU voltage VACPCC and phase a voltage N1

Figure 5.24: PCC reactive power QNPCC and grid reactive power after the filter QS
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Figure 5.25: The supercapacitor voltage VSC and DC link voltage VDC
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Figure 5.26: Grid side converter reference IDREF and actual IGD inductor currents

Figure 5.27: Actual ISC and reference ISCREF supercapacitor currents
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2.

Case 2: Charging the Supercapacitor By Varying the Reference Power

To further demonstrate the efficiency of the controller, another case has been performed
where the PMSG is generating the rated power of 2MW from the rated wind speed of 12
m/sec but the reference active power PGREF is changed to 1.5 MW. For this particular case
the 0.5 MW is used to charge the SCESS. Figure 5.28 shows the PMSG generating the
rated power PM, the grid side converter transferring the set 1.5 MW to the PCC PNPCC and
the supercapacitor getting charged by 0.5 MW PSC. The corresponding supercapacitor
charging current is shown in Figure 5.29. Figure 5.30 depicts the PCC voltage response
for the applied disturbance and Figure 5.31 demonstrates the controller’s capability in
keeping the DC link voltage constant. The actual and reference inductor currents
corresponding to the set PGREF is shown in Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.28: PMSG generated power PM, DC link power PDC, PCC active power PNPCC
and SCESS power PSC.
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Figure 5.29: Actual ISC and reference ISCREF supercapacitor currents

Figure 5.30: PCC PU voltage VACPCC and phase a voltage N1
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Figure 5.31: The supercapacitor voltage VSC and DC link voltage VDC
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Figure 5.32: Grid side converter reference IDREF and actual IGD inductor currents

5.7.3 Variation in Wind Speed Input
To further demonstrate the controller’s capability, a scheduled wind speed input shown in
Figure 5.33 is applied as a disturbance input. The response of the system is shown from
figures 5.34-5.38. Initially the wind speed was 11 m/sec and the PMSG was generating
1.5 MW. The reference active power PGREF for the grid side converter was 1.5 MW and
the controller was able to transfer the same amount to the grid. When the wind speed
jumps to 12 m/sec the PMSG now generates 2 MW but since PGREF is kept at 1.5 MW,
the excess power goes to the SCESS to charge it. At t=12.5 sec, the wind drops back to
11 m/sec and the corresponding power is generated. When the wind speed drops further
to 10 m/sec, the stored energy in the SCESS is now utilized to support the grid as shown
in Figure 5.34. The PU electrical torque and speed of the machine during this varying
wind speed is depicted in Figure 5.35. The PU PCC voltage VACPCC and one of the phase
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voltage N1 during the disturbance is shown in Figure 5.36 and are kept at their rated
values. As shown in Figure 5.37, the DC link voltage VDC is kept constant in spite of the
change in the generated and DC link power because of the change in the wind speed.
Figure 5.37 also shows the SCESS voltage VSC during the process of charging and
discharging cycle. The actual and reference SCESS currents are depicted in Figure 5.38.

Figure 5.33: Scheduled input wind speed
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Figure 5.34: PMSG generated power PM, DC link power PDC, PCC active power PNPCC
and SCESS power PSC.
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Figure 5.35: PMSG electrical torque TELEC and generator per unit speed SPDPU
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Figure 5.36: PCC PU voltage VACPCC and phase a voltage N1
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Figure 5.37: The supercapacitor voltage VSC and DC link voltage VDC
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Figure 5.38: Actual ISC and reference ISCREF supercapacitor currents

5.8

CONCLUSION

This chapter proposed an efficient control scheme to demonstrate the potential of
supercapacitor energy storage system to minimize the power fluctuation of grid
connected wind turbine generator. The proposed power smoothing capability of
controller is examined by varying the input wind speed. Three independent controllers
are proposed and implemented. The buck boost converter controller proposed and
employed controls the DC link voltage to a constant reference value for real power
delivery to the grid by charging and discharging the SCESS. A P-Q controller is
implemented to transfer the DC link power to the grid using the MSC. The GSC controls
the generator rotor speed to generate maximum power from the wind and it
simultaneously controls the generator to decreases its losses. During normal operation the
proposed controller uses the SCESS to minimize the fluctuation caused by varying wind
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speed. RTDS based results show the validity and effectiveness of the proposed
controllers.
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6 CHAPTER 6 FAULT RIDE THROUGH OF
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES USING ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEM

In this chapter, the fault ride through of PV and wind system equipped with
supercapacitor energy storage system is presented. A controller is proposed and
implemented to store the generated power from the renewable sources during the
fault duration. The proposed controller is verified by applying a three phase fault
at the grid side.

6.1

Fault Ride Through of PV systems using SCESS

As the capacity of PV systems are growing significantly, the impact of PV modules on
power grid can’t be ignored. They can cause problems on the grid like flicker, increase of
harmonics, and aggravated stability of the power system. To both increase the capacity of
PV arrays and maintain power quality, it’s necessary to comply with the technique
requirements of the PV system, such as fault-ride-through capability and harmonic
current regulation. Especially when a large scale PV module is connected to the grid, the
effects on the grid may be quite severe. Therefore, the system operation and system
stability under fault conditions should be examined when PV modules are interface with
power grid.
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A.

Three Phase Grid Fault

The complete model of the grid connected system for fault ride through study is depicted
in Figure 6.1. The fault controller is shown in Figure 6.2. The limiting curve of the power
plant is shown in Figure 6.3 [147]. For fault duration of ≤150 ms, the power plant must
remain online for a voltage drop down of 0 pu. For zones A and B the plant should
remain online. In zone C, a short-time disconnection can be carried out and no
requirement for the plant to remain online for zone D.

PPV

I pv V
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DC Link

I DC VDC
DC-DC
Converter
(BUCK)

Grid
DC/AC
(VSC)

I

Tr

V

g

PV Array
PWM

Duty
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PSC
SCESS

BUCKBOOST
CONVERTER

SCESS Control

Figure 6.1: Grid connected PV system with energy storage
A three phase fault of nine cycles (150msec) shown in Figure 6.3 is applied on the grid
side. For comparison, two systems have been developed one with SCESS and the other
without energy storage in RTDS. The response of the system for the applied fault is
depicted from Figures 6.4-6.14. The grid voltage after the described fault is shown in
Figure 6.4. Since power is being exchanged between the PV array and the SCESS, the
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power generated from the PV array, PPV is unaffected because of the fault at the grid side
and is stored in the SCESS PSC as shown in Figure 6.5. The oscillation of the grid power
because of the fault is reduced for a system having a SCESS than without energy storage
as shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.7 shows the power stored in the SCESS which is
generated by the PV array during the fault. The inverter and fault currents during the
applied fault are shown in Figure 6.8. The reactive power set point prior to the fault is
zero but during the fault, the SCESS participates in riding the fault by increasing the
reactive power Qg as shown in Figure 6.9. The DC link voltage is controlled by the buck
boost converter for the system having the SCESS but the inverter controls this voltage if
there is no energy storage. As can be seen from Figure 6.10 the DC link voltage is kept
constant to its reference value of 650 V for a system equipped with SCESS. The
operation of the PV array is unaffected if the system has energy storage as shown in
Figures.6.11-6.12. The PV array MPPT tracks the maximum voltage in spite of the fault
as shown in Figure 6.13. The actual and reference charging current of the SCESS is
shown in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.2: Applied three phase to ground fault controller
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Figure 6.3: Low voltage ride through (LVRT) curve

Figure 6.4: Grid voltage after three phase fault is applied
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Figure 6.5: PV array power PPV with SCESS and with no energy storage

Figure 6.6: Grid active power Pg for a three phase fault with and without energy storage
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Figure 6.7: SCESS power PSC for the applied fault on the grid side

Figure 6.8: Inverter and fault currents
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Figure 6.9: Grid reactive power Qg during three phase fault

Figure 6.10: DC link voltage for the applied fault
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Figure 6.11: PV output current IPV after three phase fault

Figure 6.12: PV array voltage VPV during three phase fault
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Figure 6.13: MPPT output voltage Vref for the applied fault

Figure 6.14: Actual and reference SCESS current during three phase fault
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6.2

Fault Ride Through of Wind Turbine Generator using SCESS

The complete model adopted for fault ride through study of PMSG based wind turbine
generator system using SCESS is presented in Figure 6.15. The same type of fault
controller used for PV system is also applied here. During grid faults the speed of the
generators increase causing offline tripping. Different countries have grid codes for
LVRT standards having low voltage duration in the rage of 100-250 ms [148]. The
German E.ON Netz GmbH’s grid code for fault ride through is shown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.15: PMSG based WTG with the applied fault
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Figure 6.16: Fault ride through requirement in E.ON Netz GmbH’s grid code
A severe three phase fault of sixty cycles (1sec) is applied on the grid side at t=0.8s and is
cleared at t=1.8s. The response of the system for the applied fault is depicted from
Figures 6.17-6.22. The PCC per unit (pu) VACPCC and phase N1 voltages during the
applied symmetrical fault is depicted in Figure 6.17. The fault is cleared with small spike
at breaker closing. Figure 6.18 illustrates the generated power PM, the DC link power
PDC, the PCC power PPCC and the SCESS power PSC. The generated power during the
fault is stored in the SCESS and is transferred when the fault is cleared. The operation of
the WTG is unaffected by the fault and is alive during the fault. Figure 6.19 illustrates the
electrical torque Te and generator speed we in pu. The DC link voltage is controlled to be
constant with a reference value of 7.6 kV by the buck boost converter and except with
small fluctuation, it is stable during the fault as can be seen from Figure 6.20. The figure
also shows the SCESS voltage VSC during the fault. The reactive power set point prior to
the fault is zero but during the fault, the SCESS participates in riding the fault by
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increasing the reactive power QPCC as shown in Figure 6.21. Qs in Figure 6.21 is the grid
reactive power after the filter. The charging and discharging currents of the SCESS
during the three phase short circuit fault is depicted in Figure 6.22.

Figure 6.17: PCC pu voltage VACPCC and phase voltage N1
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Figure 6.18: Generated power PM, DC link power PDC, PCC power PPCC and SCESS
power PSC.
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Figure 6.19: Electrical torque Te, and generator speed we in pu

Figure 6.20: SCESS voltage VSC and DC link voltage VDC
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Figure 6.21: PCC reactive power QPCC and grid reactive power QS
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Figure 6.22: Actual and reference SCESS currents during the fault

6.3

CONCLUSION

This chapter presented the fault ride through capability of the system equipped with
supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS). The power generated during the fault
duration in the renewable sources is stored in the SCESS that helps the system ride
through the fault by providing both active and reactive power. The power generation
system is unaffected because of the fault.
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7 CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

CONCLUSIONS
A new control technique to minimize the fluctuation of the power generated from the
renewable sources using supercapacitor energy storage system (SCESS) is presented in
this dissertation. By varying the input parameters of the renewable sources, the controller
is able to minimize the fluctuation by charging and discharging the SCESS. The SCESS
is also used to provide the fault ride through capability of the system by storing the power
generated in the SCESS during the fault duration. PV and wind are considered as
renewable sources to study the effect of using SCESS in minimizing the power
generation and for fault ride through.
PV SYSTEM
Grid connected PV system with and without energy storage system is investigated.
For grid connected PV system without energy storage:


A multistage power converter using buck converter and an inverter are used to
transfer the generated power to the grid.



Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control using incremental
conductance is employed to generate the maximum power from the PV array
using a buck converter. The duty of the buck converter is controlled to ensure
that the PV array is generating the maximum available power.



The optimal system parameters of the buck converter including the capacitor
and inductor are designed.
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A P-Q controller is employed for the inverter to transfer the power from the
DC link to the grid.



The linear and non-linear models of the PV system are developed to design
the control parameters of the PI regulators of the MPPT and P-Q controllers
and to study the stability of the system using the Eigen value analysis.



PSO is employed to optimize the controller parameters to shift the poorly
damped poles to the left to make the system more stable.



The proposed controller is tested by varying the input irradiation and
temperature and the controller is able to transfer the generated power from the
PV array directly to the grid.

For grid connected PV system using supercapacitor energy storage system:


To minimize the fluctuation of the power generated from the PV array a
supercapacitor energy storage system is connected at the DC link of the
multistage PV system used in the grid connected PV system. The SCESS is
connected to the DC link using a bidirectional buck boost converter.



The optimal capacitance of the supercapacitor is designed. The capacitance is
designed by taking into account the storage capacity with respect to the PV
array capacity. The other system components of the buck boost converter are
also designed.



The optimal control parameters for the buck boost converter are obtained
using the linear model developed.
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A controller is implemented to control the DC link voltage by the buck boost
converter. The function of the buck converter remains the same to locate the
maximum power point.



A constant P-Q controller is implemented for the inverter to transfer the
available DC link power to the grid. Set points are provided to transfer
specific power to the grid and the rest to charge and discharge the SCESS.



The performance of the system is evaluated by varying the irradiation and
temperature. The obtained results proved the capacity of the SCESS to
minimize the fluctuation of the generated power from the PV array.

WIND SYSTEM
Grid connected wind turbine generator (WTG) using permanent magnet synchronous
generator (PMSG) is considered. The power generated from the WTG system is
connected to the grid using a two three level neutral point clamped voltage source
converters. The SCESS is connected to the DC link using a buck boost converter similar
to the PV configuration.


The PMSG is modeled as an interior magnet with sinusoidally distributed
windings.



The controller proposed and implemented for the machine side converter
ensures that the PMSG is generating the maximum available power from the
varying wind speed.



The controller proposed and implemented for the grid side converter is
responsible to transfer the available DC link power to the grid.
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The controller employed for the buck boost converter minimizes the
fluctuation generated from the WTG by charging and discharging the SCESS.



The developed system has been tested and the results verified the proposed
controller’s capability in minimizing the fluctuation in wind sources.

FAULT RIDE THROUGH
The developed power generation model using PV array and WTG has been tested for
fault ride through enhancement. One requirement of power generation using renewable
sources is that they need to have a fault ride through capability. The system has to be
connected to the grid according to the fault ride through curve provided by grid code.


For the PV system, two models are developed to study the fault ride through
capability: one with energy storage and the other one without. The capacitance
of the SCESS is designed to handle the generated power during the fault. A
three phase fault has been applied on the grid side and the performance of the
system has been reported. For the system equipped with SCESS, the operation
of the PV array is unaffected as power is exchanged between the SCESS and
the PV array. The system was able to ride through the fault as the SCESS has
participated by providing active and reactive power. The operation of the
inverter is also protected as the DC link voltage is controlled by the buck
boost converter.
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For the WTG based on PMSG, a three phase fault is applied at the grid side
similar to the PV case and the system can ride through the fault even if the
fault duration is more than five seconds.

FUTURE WORK
The work presented in this dissertation can be extended in the future by addressing topics
such as:


The set points of the P-Q controller for the inverter are obtained manually in
this dissertation. This work can be extended by obtaining the set points in
closed loop depending on the power generated from the PV, WTG and the
SCESS power.



Different control techniques such as sliding mode, optimal control can be
implemented.



Different optimization techniques can be implemented to find the optimal
control parameters.



The grid connected and island modes can be implemented in the same model
and a controller can be proposed to shift from grid mode to island mode
depending on the control strategy. The transient analysis can be performed on
the developed model.
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